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Executive Summary 
 

Since the establishment of diplomatic ties between the European Union (EU) and China in 1975, EU-

China relations have grown to encompass annual summits, regular ministerial meetings and more than 

60 sectoral dialogues. In 2016, the EU adopted the Joint Communication Elements for a New EU 

Strategy on China and the Council Conclusions. These documents constitute the EU’s strategy for China. 

However, the EU’s strategy documents leave some questions unanswered, most important of which 

concerns: what is the EU’s position on China? This thesis analyses the preference formation of actors, 

and the content of the EU’s strategy for China from a theoretical perspective. 

The research design applied to study this case is congruence analysis. Congruence analysis is 

an explanatory small-N research design which aims to find empirical evidence for the theoretical 

relevance or explanatory leverage of a particular theory, in comparison to other theories. The research 

design employs three theories: realism, liberalism and constructivism, to find out which theory 

provides the best framework to understand the EU’s strategy. These three theories are selected 

because they each possess a robust set of core assumptions for foreign policy most likely to provide 

explanations for this case. The three theories provide expectations regarding the preference formation 

and the final product of the strategy. Whereas the interests-related propositions concern themselves 

with the preference formation of relevant actors, content-related propositions are about the textual 

content of the Council Conclusions. 

The empirical section of this thesis looks at the formation of the preferences of the member 

states first. Realism’s expectation that member states are protective of their sovereignty is somewhat 

matched by the empirical observations. Liberalism’s explanation of domestic preferences, especially 

those of business and industry, provides a better explanation of the preference formation of member 

states. A focus on human rights and rule of law issues seems to lack from the EU’s interests, unlike 

constructivism expected. 

The second section of the empirical analysis looks at the content of the EU’s strategy for China, 

the Council Conclusions document. Against the expectations of constructivism, the Council Conclusions 

focus little to the improvement of China’s human rights and rule of law. Furthermore, the document 

devotes less attention to normative issues, in favour of trade and investment issues. Realism and 

liberalism prove equally capable to provide explanations for phenomena in EU-China relations, such as 

the EU response to the Belt and Road Initiative. However, liberalism’s focus on domestic preferences 

and economic interdependence explains why the EU’s strategy focuses on economic issues. 

Furthermore, liberalism predicts that speaking with a unified voice, rather than as 28 member states, 

is a challenge in EU-China relations that the EU seeks to overcome. This thesis argues that liberalism 

provides the best framework for understanding the case. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Since the establishment of diplomatic ties between the European Union (EU) and China in 1975, EU-

China relations have grown to encompass annual summits, regular ministerial meetings and more than 

60 sectoral dialogues (EEAS, 2019). In 2003, the EU and China elevated their ties to a ‘comprehensive 

strategic partnership’, to broaden and deepen cooperation (Maher, 2016). The most recent high-level 

joint document guiding this partnership is called the EU-China 2020 Strategic Agenda for Cooperation, 

signed by both the EU and China in 2013 (EEAS, 2013). The 2020 Strategic Agenda can be called a 

‘bilateral’ strategy; produced and signed jointly, and implemented through the comprehensive 

strategic partnership itself. 

 On the other hand, the EU and China both have ‘unilateral’ strategies for each other, which 

state strategic goals for interaction. Two documents constitute the EU’s current strategy for China. 

First, the Commission and the High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (HRVP) and 

the European Commission published the Joint Communication Elements for a New EU Strategy on 

China (European Commission, 2016). This document contains the most information on the EU’s 

strategy. The Council Conclusions EU Strategy on China officially adopts the Elements for a New EU 

Strategy, with the addition of some conclusions made by the Council (Council of the European Union, 

2016a). This document is the most official piece of documentation. The EU’s strategy builds on the 

following areas of cooperation: peace and security, trade and investment, sustainable growth and 

development and people-to-people exchanges (European Commission, 2016). 

Yet, the EU’s strategy for China is puzzling. EU-China relations do not compare to, for example, 

US-China relations. The US-China relationship consists of conflict, concerns over the distribution of 

economic and military capabilities and security against the backdrop of possible though not inevitable 

war (Allison, 2017). The EU’s official strategy documents leave several questions unanswered. How did 

the strategy come into place, and what was the influence of the EU member states? What does the EU 

want from the EU-China partnership, and why? How does the EU envision achieving these goals? How 

does the EU respond to the challenges it faces in cooperation with China? In short, what is the EU’s 

position on China?  

 

1.1 Research Question 

Three theories are most likely to shed light on the EU’s puzzling relations with China. These theories 

are realism, liberalism and constructivism. The core elements of each of these theories match empirical 

observations from the EU’s relationship with China. For example, realism focuses on security and 

survival. Although the EU is not a military power, it considers its security in relations with third 

countries (Seeberg, 2009). Liberalism focuses on economic gains and takes the preferences of the 
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domestic level as central to state behaviour. In relations with China, economic gains are certainly 

central to cooperation (Aggarwal and Newland, 2015). Lastly, constructivism takes ideas and identities 

as central to states in international relations. The EU may be called a normative power. One way of 

exercising this power is by including human rights clauses in trade agreements (Sjursen, 2006). The 

research question of this thesis applies each of the three theories to the case of the EU’s strategy for 

China. From the abstraction of these theories, propositions can be formulated and tested against 

empirical observations. The research question of this thesis is the following: 

Which theory provides a better framework for explaining the  European Union’s China strategy, realism, 

liberalism or constructivism? 

 

This question employs theories of international relations as theories of foreign policy to understand 

the 2016 strategy for China. Expectations provided by theories are helpful tools to make sense of the 

complicated policy processes of the European Union. In the following section, the scientific and social 

relevance of such an approach is discussed. 

 

1.2 Relevance 
 

1.2.1 Scientific Relevance 

The scientific relevance of this approach lies both in its research design, and its case study. Whereas 

many articles have been written about various aspects of the EU-China strategic partnership (Maher, 

2016; Michalski and Pan, 2017), much less has been written on the EU’s development of a unilateral 

strategy for China. Previous research on this topic is also predominantly normative. An empirical 

approach using one or more case studies may produce results that can be generalised across other 

applications of the three theories, and a format for research that can be used in other EU external 

relations issues as well. Connecting the EU’s strategy for China to international relations theory can 

also shed light on EU external action in general. This thesis uses congruence analysis, an approach that 

uses the theoretical expectations of two or more theories and tests these in the empirical world to find 

out which theory has the strongest explanatory leverage in comparison to the other theory or theories. 

The use of this research design contributes to the understanding of the case, but more importantly, to 

the development of the theories. Such an approach, using realism, liberalism and constructivism has 

yet to be applied to EU-China relations. 

 

1.2.2 Societal Relevance 

Aside from contributions to the academic field of research on EU external action, looking into the EU’s 

relations with China is particularly relevant to European policymakers and European citizens alike. The 

EU is increasingly affected by what goes on in China. Good economic relations with, and a peaceful rise 
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to great power by China is therefore in the interest of the EU. However, the EU faces challenges in its 

relationship with China, such as normative differences regarding human rights, economic non-

reciprocity and Chinese projects in the EU such as the 16+1 Initiative and the Belt and Road Initiative. 

For these reasons, the position of the EU towards China, and the strategies used by the EU to steer EU-

China relations in a positive direction are therefore important for the entirety of the Union. European 

citizens are not just passively affected by the relationship with China. China is a ‘hot topic’ for 

policymakers and in the media. China appears often as a negative, dangerous or unpredictable power. 

The human rights abuses in Tibet and the Xinjiang province of China, the potential dangers of the 5G 

network and the overall control of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) over press freedom and free 

speech are some examples. China’s growing economic and political influence along the Silk Route and 

in Africa has also caused suspicion. In short, European policymakers and European citizens may be 

interested and potentially affected by what the EU does, wants and gets from relations with China. 

The research question of this thesis contributes to the societal understanding of EU-China relations. 

Finally, the research question allows for the submitting policy recommendations based on the 

theoretical findings.  
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2. Literature Review 
 

To understand the EU’s China strategy, it is vital to understand the relationship between the EU and 

China. The following literature review explores academic literature on EU-China relations, their 

partnerships in various policy areas and the problems in EU-China relations that have arisen in the past 

years. 

 

2.1 Introduction to EU-China Partnership 

Richard Maher (2016) paints a troubling picture of the EU-China comprehensive strategic partnership. 

In his article, The Elusive EU-China Strategic Partnership, Maher argues that the partnership, which was 

announced in 2003, has lost most of its original raisons d’être. Back in 2003, the EU hoped that 

deepening the cooperation with China would be a catalyst for political and economic liberalisation, an 

effective counterweight against Bush’s United States, and a way to show the EU’s relevance on the 

world stage. Instead, China became more powerful on its own terms and the EU failed to build a 

Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). On top of that, the EU’s and China’s interests were no 

longer compatible in various areas, creating discord in the strategic partnership. Maher names three 

impediments to the current strategic partnership: clashing political values, clashing geopolitical 

interests and clashing visions of world order. These impediments are more problematic for the EU than 

for China. China no longer views the EU as a political heavyweight and knows that economically the EU 

needs China more than vice-versa. As a result, China prefers to deal with individual member states 

(Maher, 2016). 

 Despite difficulties, the EU and China have made strides in their ever-closer cooperation. In 

their article, Michalski and Pan (2017) aim to explain the relationship between the EU and China in 

terms of social interaction using role theory. This theory argues that interaction between states in the 

international system is a game of socialisation in which states negotiate and form their roles in the 

international system (Michalski and Pan, 2017). The role of China in this situation is mainly that of a 

rising power, while the EU’s role is mainly that of a normative power. Michalski and Pan argue that 

after some turbulence between 2006 and 2009, the EU and China have come a role equilibrium, albeit 

an unstable one. Each side continues to project their norms onto the other to strengthen its role, in 

exchange for the respect of the other’s fundamental identity. Even if this means that projecting norms 

contradicts respecting the identity of the other. For example, the EU as a normative power projects 

the protection of human rights as part of its role, but must respect China’s sovereignty which often 

includes human rights violations during internal conflicts in the People’s Republic. As a result, the EU 

cannot fully enact its role (Michalski and Pan, 2017). This corroborates with Maher’s statement that 

clashing political values continue to impede deeper cooperation in the EU-China strategic partnership. 
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 It must be acknowledged that the Michalski and Pan article lacks room for other explanations 

or other theories. As a result, their analysis may miss observations that are better explained by another 

theory. The research design of this thesis includes multiple theories, which provides opportunities for 

comparison. 

 

2.2 EU-China Policy Cooperation 

The EU-China strategic partnership comprises many policy areas in which cooperation between the EU 

and China takes place, for example within the format of a policy dialogue, working group or task force. 

In this section, I discuss some areas of cooperation in the EU-China strategic partnership. 

 In The Politics of EU-China Economic Relations (2016), Farnell and Crookes assess the political 

factors that played a role in the stalling of the EU-China strategic partnership in economic policy areas 

such as trade, investment, innovation and research and common economic challenges such as climate 

change and energy security. Like Maher (2016), they argue that the strategic partnership has not 

resulted in the broadening and deepening of cooperation beyond dialogues and mutual understanding 

(Farnell and Crookes, 2016). The EU and China face similar economic challenges such as ageing 

workforces, and have similar policy goals, such as the promotion of innovation. However, political 

differences, between the EU and China and within the EU and China, hamper economic cooperation. 

Political obstacles in China are the absence of rule of law in the economic sector, the nationalistic view 

of economic management, the political control of the CCP over key sectors through state-owned 

enterprises, and the uncertainty of economic reform. On the other hand, the political obstacles in the 

EU are the absence of a clear strategy towards China and other priorities than China such as post-2008 

economic policy. 

Holzer and Zhang (2008) discuss EU-China climate change and energy security cooperation and 

aim to answer the question of why, despite potential mutual gains, cooperation has been fairly limited 

in this area. Holzer and Zhang mention that EU-China cooperation on climate and energy tends to limit 

itself to common policy initiatives, conferences and workshops. The transfer of clean energy 

technologies does not seem to take place. The prisoner’s dilemma sheds light on the dilemma, as the 

lack of trust between China and the EU causes uncooperative behaviour. China wants cheap access to 

European clean energy technology. The EU wants an economic compensation for its technology 

without having its markets flooded by Chinese competitors who have reverse engineered European 

technology and are now selling it cheaper. However, China can default the EU by reverse-engineering 

the technology and become a competitive exporter. Therefore, the EU remains too hesitant to transfer 

technology to China. Although on paper, the EU-China strategic partnership aims to further its climate 

change and energy security cooperation, the transfer of technology has yet to come forth (Holzer and 

Zhang, 2008). 
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 Political cooperation mainly takes place within the EU-China Political Dialogue. In this area of 

cooperation, normative differences are especially prominent (Men, 2011). Jing Men argues that 

differences in the understanding of human rights and sovereignty cause difficulties in the EU-China 

political and human rights dialogues. The EU’s approach to human rights is that they are universal and 

indivisible, and their protection is an important part of EU internal and external policy. The EU’s 

interventionism for the sake of promoting human rights or improving a grave human rights situation 

in a third country implies a less strict notion of sovereignty. In China, human rights are seen as group 

rights that can only be enjoyed under national independence and sovereignty. Human rights violations 

that occur in China are therefore an internal matter. Thus, the EU’s approach of a normative power 

often clashes with the Chinese principles of non-interference in political and human rights dialogues, 

yielding very little results. Men notes that the human rights dialogue only continues to exist because 

China can use its existence to deflect criticism, and the EU holds onto it because the dialogue is the 

only human rights policy instrument it has (Men, 2011). 

 Lastly, Dorussen et al. (2018) analyse what factors explain the level of security cooperation 

between the EU and China. Dorussen et al. include both interest-driven explanations and experience-

driven explanations. In EU-China cooperation, interest-driven cooperation refers to the security areas 

in which both the EU and China have interests, for example non-proliferation. Experience-driven 

cooperation refers to areas of security cooperation in which experience with cooperation encouraged 

the deepening cooperation in that domain. An example of experience-based cooperation is the 

deepening of EU-China civil protection cooperation after the initial experience of cooperation 

following the Wenchuan earthquake in 2008. Realism and liberalism provide competing explanations 

of the interest-driven cooperation. Constructivism and institutionalism compete in the area of 

experience-based cooperation. Dorussen et al. argue that cooperation based on the alignment of 

interests is better explained by liberalism. Liberalism predicted that cooperation based on shared 

interests presents opportunities of cooperation across many domains. Cooperation based on 

experience is best explained by institutionalism, which predicted that this type of cooperation is 

constrained to specific domains (Dorussen et al., 2018). 

 

2.3 Complications in Recent EU-China Relations 

The previous two sections already mention various problems in EU-China relations. As Maher (2016) 

mentions, these impediments are more problematic for the EU than for China. In this section, I discuss 

the most prominent challenges to EU-China relations, which are popular topics in academic literature. 

Chang and Pieke (2017) describe the shifting Chinese views of Europe and China’s partnership 

with the EU. Chang and Pieke used interviews with researchers, academics, policymakers and 

diplomats to find out how Chinese official perception of Europe had changed in recent years. Chinese 
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interviewees saw the EU as increasingly less capable to deal with the problems it is facing, starting with 

the Eurozone crisis, the refugee crisis, terrorist attacks, growing nationalist sentiments and the Brexit. 

The problems plaguing the EU have exposed serious political and economic issues. Without the political 

and economic strength, it is becoming more difficult for the EU to exercise its power as a normative 

actor as well. Moreover, new types of cooperation with Europe emerged. For example, sub-regional 

cooperation partnerships which target some individual EU member states. China is bypassing the EU 

to deal with individual member states, which increases the concern that China is attempting to 

undermine the EU’s unity and ‘divide-and-rule’ (Chang and Pieke, 2017, pg. 324). In short, the 

relationship between the EU and China is increasingly out of balance, which makes it more difficult for 

the EU to enact its China policy (Chang and Pieke, 2017). 

 The EU is also confronted by China’s ambitious Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The BRI is an 

initiative based on Chinese investment and leadership, aimed at creating economic corridors from 

China across the Eurasian continent. Zhao Minghao argues that on the one hand, the BRI presents 

opportunities for EU-China relations, for deepening trade and investment ties and advancing joint 

economic growth and structural reforms. On the other hand, the BRI faces significant challenges due 

to a trust deficit in EU-China relations. EU officials fear a ‘Chinese Marshall Plan’ and geopolitical 

intentions behind the BRI. The EU also suspects ‘divide-and-rule’ tactics that may harm the European 

unity. There are also normative differences, laws and lack of coordination mechanisms that complicate 

cooperation (Zhao, 2016).   

 The same worry prevails in discussions about the 16+1 Initiative. The 16+1 Initiative refers to 

a multilateral framework for cooperation between China and Central and Eastern European countries 

(CEEC) (Song and Pavlićević, 2019). Song and Pavlićević discuss how the 16+1 framework fits into the 

wider Chinese method to multilateralism. On first glance, the 16+1 framework for cooperation is a 

success, and provides investment into infrastructure in the CEEC region. However, the 16+1 Initiative 

runs into some obstacles. There is a gap in strategic objectives between China and the CEEC. 

Heterogeneity within the CEE region makes a singular 16+1 approach impossible. Lastly, the EU’s 

response to the 16+1 format is concerned and suspicious about its motives. Although China asserts the 

16+1 Initiative is sub-regional cooperation under China-EU regional cooperation, the EU is still 

apprehensive and worries that some EU 16+1 members may put their bilateral relation with China in 

front of EU-China relations, resulting in a fractured EU policy towards China (Song and Pavlićević, 2019). 

 In short, various challenges make EU-China relations increasingly problematic. The EU’s 

strategy will likely anticipate and address some of these challenges. 

 
This literature review examined the field of research on EU-China relations, their strategic partnership, 

some of the policy areas in which cooperation takes place and some challenges to EU-China relations. 
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It has become apparent in this literature review that empirical research in this field are scarce. This 

thesis aims to contribute to the discussion about EU-China relations through a theoretical approach. 

The following chapter reviews the core assumptions of realism, liberalism and constructivism, their 

application to EU external action, and some theoretical expectations. 
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3. Theoretical Framework 
 

In the theoretical framework, the three theories that are part of the congruence analysis are discussed. 

For each theory, I review its core assumptions, as well as applications of these theories to EU external 

action by scholars. Finally, this chapter specifies some expectations for each theory regarding the case 

study of the EU’s China strategy. 

 

3.1 Realism 
 

3.1.1 Core Assumptions 

The core ideas of realism about power, the critique of idealism and the concept of anarchy can be 

traced back to thinkers such as Thucydides, Machiavelli and Hobbes. With these older concepts are 

the base, twentieth-century political thinkers such as E.H. Carr and Hans Morgenthau contributed to a 

realist theory of international relations which we may now call ‘classical realism’ (Keohane, 1986). The 

premise of classical realism is that the structure of the system results from behaviours inherent to 

human nature (Morgenthau, 1978). Interests, in this theory, are defined in terms of power. 

International relations, as a result of human nature, are a constant struggle in which power is the 

“immediate aim” (Morgenthau, 1978, pg. 29). Morgenthau makes two notes, the first is that power is 

not intrinsic and absolute but measured relative to the power of others.  The second is that the struggle 

for power happens both domestically and internationally, the difference being the structures of these 

two realms. Lack of hierarchy in the international realm makes the struggle for power more unstable 

and violent than in the domestic realm (Morgenthau, 1978, pg. 42). States’ ambitions to gain more 

power cause conflict with other states, especially if one state gains more power than all the others. 

For that reason, states engage in balance-of-power policies to ensure stability, albeit precarious, and 

prevention from being dominated by a larger power (Morgenthau, 1978).  

Classical realism has several sub-schools and derivations, from which neorealism is the most 

prominent in the study of international relations and foreign policy. Whereas human nature is the core 

of behaviour according to classical realism, neorealism rather focuses on behaviour caused by the 

structure of the international system (Waltz, 1979). The following five assumptions about the structure 

of the international system result in patterns of behaviour between states. 

First, realism assumes that the international system is anarchic. In the international system, 

there is no such government or central authority above the state level (Mearsheimer, 1995). Second, 

states inherently possess some offensive military capacity, considering they have the monopoly on 

violence. The army, weaponry but also the population itself can be used to harm another state. This 

means that states see other states as potentially dangerous (Mearsheimer, 1995). Third, there is no 

certainty that another state will not use its offensive military capability against them. Although states 
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can have good relations, intentions can change quickly which means the ally of today can be the enemy 

of tomorrow (Mearsheimer, 1995). Fourth, the primary goal of the state is the preservation of 

sovereignty and thus the survival of the state as a state (Mearsheimer, 1995). States may pursue 

economic growth or diplomatic relations with another state as intermediate goals, but realists argue 

that states will always place their survival above any other goal. Fifth and last, states are rational actors 

that operate in an environment in which they have imperfect information. This means that they may 

miscalculate or misread the intentions of other states, or wrongly evaluate the power and capabilities 

of another state (Mearsheimer, 1995).  

Three patterns of behaviour follow from the combination of these five assumptions. First, 

states fear each other. This behaviour follows from the lack of trust and the potential danger other 

states pose, but also from the anarchic feature of the international system which means that there is 

no higher authority to prevent a state from being attacked, dominated or destroyed (Mearsheimer, 

1995).  Second, states operate in a ‘self-help’ system, which means they are egoistical and primarily 

provide for own survival. In that sense, states are similar in terms of needs, but the distribution of 

capabilities across states creates different outcomes. Those who do not help themselves, or do so 

worse than the other states, are vulnerable and open for attack (Waltz, 1979). To avoid vulnerability, 

states aim to gain capabilities. Third, states concern themselves with the division of power and relative 

gains. This means that states aim to gain power not only in absolute terms, but also in comparison to 

other states. Ideally, states want to gain more power and capabilities than any other state, but 

absolutely no less than any other state. Therefore, even if cooperation between states would generate 

gains in absolute terms, the state that gains the least is more dependent and thus more vulnerable. 

This pattern of behaviour may cause states to make sub-optimal choices (Waltz, 1979). However, gains 

in cooperation are not necessarily fixed; they depend on the bargaining power of each side. Thus, 

merged states, like in the EU, can get better bargains when negotiating with bigger states, like the US. 

Concerns about relative gains can, in some situations, be satisfied through merging power (Mosher, 

2003).  

The core assumptions of realism described contribute especially to explanations of some broad 

tendencies the international system. However, this thesis aims to apply realism as a theory of foreign 

policy, in other words, as a theory to explain the behaviour of individual states. Realism has been called 

unsuitable as a theory of foreign policy. The theory is critiqued for being unable to predict a singular 

foreign policy, for the generality of its dependent variables and the impreciseness of its predictions 

(Elman, 1996). However, Elman argues that none of these criticisms can withhold realism from being 

used as a theory of foreign policy (Elman, 1996). He does not address whether realism is also successful 

as a theory of foreign policy. Congruence analysis contributes to the development of theories within a 
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field, and may prove the success of one theory over another. This thesis focuses on the elements of 

realism that concern foreign policy analysis.  

The materialist drivers of foreign policy present in realist foreign policy analysis have been 

described above. These are the elements given by the structure of the system: anarchy, self-help, 

military and economic capabilities, power maximisation and relative gains (Wivel, 2005). A realist 

theory of foreign policy must recognise that foreign policy is made by humans. Thus, the motivations 

of foreign policymakers are also drivers of foreign policy. Wivel suggests that to include motivational 

arguments without losing generalisability, one can look at the implicit motivational assumptions 

already present in realism (Wivel, 2005). Although realists state that the will to survive is the primary 

motivation of states, Jack Donnelly argues that survival translates into additional motivations as well; 

maintaining independence, autonomy, sovereignty. Other motivations are “safety, gain and reputation” 

(Donnelly, 2000, pg. 44). The common denominator in all motivations is self-interest (Donnelly, 2000). 

A theoretical mechanism that predicts which motivation is prioritised by which state is lacking. The 

foreign policy predictions made in this thesis base themselves on the materialist drivers of foreign 

policy, and the idealist motivations given by Donnelly. 

 

3.1.2 Realism and the EU 

Realist theory can be used as a framework for reviewing the European Union in external action. In 

international relations, the EU has been described as a ‘normative’ or ‘civilian’ power, whose strength 

is not in military power, but in ‘soft power’ (Hyde-Price, 2006). Hyde-Price argues that the ‘normative 

power Europe’ characterisation does not provide a sufficient explanation for the EU’s conduct in 

foreign policy. As a counter to the literature on ‘normative power Europe’, Hyde-Price applies realism 

to the EU’s CFSP and the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP). Hyde-Price applies neorealist 

theory, and considers the ways the structure of the international system has affected the EU and EU 

member states, causing them to act in a certain way. Realism would predict that member states are 

reluctant to give up too much of their sovereignty for foreign policy, security and defence cooperation. 

As a result, cooperation in these areas remained primarily inter-governmental. 

A more specific application of realism can be found in Peter Seeberg’s 2009 article on the EU’s 

Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) for the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, specifically Lebanon. 

Seeberg argues that while the EU claims its main objective in the MENA region is the promotion of 

democracy, it has been fairly unsuccessful in doing so. For many countries in the MENA region, the 

EU’s lack of success could be explained by obstruction by the target regime. Seeberg argues that in 

Lebanon, which is less autocratic than many of its neighbours, the EU is still ineffective in its 

democracy-promoting neighbourhood policy. Analysing the EU-Lebanon ENP Action Plan, Seeberg 

notes that the Action Plan includes little democratic conditionality and instead is a pragmatic, 
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defensive and realist plan covering issues linked to the EU’s security, such as preventing radicalisation 

and terrorism. In dealing with its neighbourhood, the EU’s norm-based strategies can hide a pragmatic 

and (defensively) realist European Union (Seeberg, 2009). 

 

3.2 Liberalism 
 

3.2.1 Core Assumptions 

Like realism, the roots of liberalism can be found in older works. Central elements of liberalism such 

as individual freedom and democracy can be found in the ideas of John Locke (Jahn, 2013) and 

Woodrow Wilson (Moravcsik, 1997). For example, the ideas of democracy and democratic peace. The 

latter concept states that liberal democracies do not wage war against each other. In liberal theory, 

individuals and states are self-interested actors who are interested in survival and material well-being. 

The harmony of interests between these actors incentivises cooperation (Owen, 1994). Rather than 

fight costly wars, liberals state that free trade and economic cooperation promote peace through 

interdependence and absolute gains for all involved (Burchill, 2005). The difficulties that cooperation 

between states under anarchy present, such as the problem of compliance and prisoner’s dilemmas, 

can be overcome by international institutions that formalise cooperation. Lastly, liberals contest the 

realist assumption that international relations are a zero-sum game. Rather than concerning 

themselves with relative gains, liberal states are concerned with maximising their total welfare 

regardless of other states. As a result, cooperation under liberal theory is easier than under realism 

and generates mutual benefits (Burchill, 2005). 

However, liberalism has been criticised for its idealism and lack of paradigmatic status, 

something Moravcsik (1997) sought to change. Although liberalism has multiple variants, three general 

assumptions can be made.  

 First, the fundamental actors in international relations according to liberalism are rational 

individuals and private groups. For this assumption, liberalism can be called a ‘bottom-up’ theory, in 

which individuals form their preferences based on material and immaterial interests which in turn 

become relevant to domestic and international politics through representation and collective action. 

Conflict between societal actors over preferences may occur, for example, due to “divergent 

fundamental beliefs, conflict over scarce material goods, and inequalities in political power” 

(Moravcsik, 1997, pg. 517).  

 Second, states in the international system represent a subset of society, whose preferences 

constitute the state preferences which state officials act upon. This makes states in liberalism 

representative institutions rather than actors. The characteristics of representation differ in each state. 
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Authoritarian states may act upon the preferences of one party or even one person only, whereas 

democracies may represent their societies more equally (Moravcsik, 1997). 

 Third, the configuration of state preferences shapes the behaviour of states in the 

international system. This means that the configuration of domestic preferences that constitute state 

preferences forms a state’s ‘purpose’. The state needs a purpose to have a goal to pursue through 

policy. However, in pursuing their policy, states are limited by the policies and preferences of other 

states. In liberalism, state preferences and the behaviour of states in the international system are 

linked by policy interdependence. The pattern of state preferences in the international system poses 

a binding constraint on states seeking to realise their preferences. State preferences can be 

harmonious. This means that state A and state B have preferences that do not interfere with each 

other. For example, using the natural resources of their respective territories. When state preferences 

are harmonious, states do not need each other. State preferences can also be conflictual. If state A 

wants something that necessarily imposes costs on state B, conflict may arise. For example, if state A 

wants to territorially expand into the territory of state B. Lastly, there is a middle ground. If state 

preferences are neither harmonious nor zero-sum, states tend to cooperate. In such situations where 

preferences are compatible, states can exchange policy concessions or make package deals to make 

sure both can gain from cooperation (Moravcsik, 1997). State behaviour, therefore, constitutes a state 

seeking to realise its preferences in the context of, and constrained by, the preferences of the other 

states in the international system (Moravcsik, 2002). 

 

3.2.2 Liberalism and the EU 

The concept of interdependence, and the accompanying predictions for state behaviour, fit snugly with 

foreign policy analysis. For the EU specifically, Moravcsik provides a framework for further analysing 

state motivations. This framework, called liberal intergovernmentalism, is particularly relevant to this 

thesis. 

Andrew Moravcsik (1993) applies central concepts of liberalism, such as interdependence, to 

develop liberal intergovernmentalism, a theory to explain how the configuration of preferences 

influences decision-making at the European level. This approach combines the assumption of 

rationalism in state behaviour, the liberal idea of national preference formation and an 

intergovernmentalist view of negotiation. Decision-making at the European level occurs in two levels. 

First, EU member states have dynamic preferences which are based in the domestic societies of states. 

Pressure from domestic social actors increases depending on the expected costs and benefits from 

international cooperation. If domestic preferences are stronger, governments enjoy less autonomy vis-

à-vis these preferences. The sources of societal pressures differ depending on the issue or policy area. 

For example, on commercial issues, the preferences of domestic producers and employers’ 
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organisations weigh heavy. In the provision of public goods such as environmental policy, preferences 

tend to be two-sided; industrial preferences on the one hand, public interests on the other. Political 

issues face domestic pressure from narrow interest groups, but governments generally enjoy 

autonomy to pursue political issues on the European level. Second, intergovernmental negotiations 

range in success depending on the bargaining power and position of member state governments. This 

thesis adopts the liberal intergovernmentalist view of national preferences and intergovernmental 

bargaining which influence decision-making at the European level (Moravcsik, 1993). 

 However, the ability of the European Union to coordinate and configure member state 

preferences into a singular EU policy has been questioned. In external action, this problem can lead to 

disagreement between member states on foreign policy preferences and member states 

circumventing the EU’s central strategy in favour of a foreign policy that suits their preferences better 

(Novotná, 2017). Da Conceição-Heldt and Meunier (2014) argue that low internal cohesiveness harms 

the EU’s effectiveness in international negotiations, especially in bilateral negotiations and situations 

in which the other party is a powerful actor. In negotiations with China, for example on the 

Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI), low internal cohesiveness can be a problem for the 

EU. The lack of internal cohesiveness is a distinctly liberalist worry. Whereas realism may expect similar 

behaviour from China, which is to seek direct cooperation with member states, realists would focus on 

relative gains. Following Moravcsik’s liberal intergovernmentalism, liberalism would consider the 

implications for EU-level coordination of this challenge. Thus, liberalism expects internal cohesiveness 

to be a problem that must be overcome. 

 

3.3 Constructivism 
 

3.3.1 Core Assumptions 

The theory of constructivism arose out of philosophical and sociological debates on identity, language 

and meaning, and the perception of the self and others (Palan, 2000). Applied to the field of 

international relations for the first time by Nicholas Onuf (Onuf, 1989), constructivism focuses on the 

importance of “ideas, norms, knowledge, culture, and argument in politics, stressing in particular the 

role of collectively held or ‘intersubjective’ ideas and understandings on social life” (Finnemore and 

Sikkink, 2001, pg. 392). The core of constructivism can be summarised into two assumptions. Firstly, 

the structures of human interaction are mainly shaped by shared ideas rather than material factors. 

Secondly, it is these shared ideas that construct the identities and interests of actors; they are not 

given by, as other theories might claim, human nature, the structure of the system or domestic politics 

(Ruggie, 1998; Wendt, 1999). Structure and actor are therefore interdependent. 
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 For realism, states act based on the balance of power and capabilities. In liberalism, states act 

upon their preferences which are rooted in domestic politics and representation. Constructivists argue 

that “people act toward objects, including other actors, on the basis of the meanings that the objects 

have for them” (Wendt, 1992, pg. 396-397), which means that states act towards other states based 

on the meanings they have for each other. Based on collective meanings, actors can acquire identities. 

Based on these identities, actors formulate their interests. Concretely, two states may participate in 

the collective meaning of ‘alliance’, they can acquire the identity of ‘ally’ and develop interests based 

on this identity. 

 If actors act upon meanings, constructivism must explain how these meanings come into 

existence. Wendt states that “that the meanings in terms of which action is organised arise out of 

interaction” (1992, pg. 403). In the process of identity-formation through interaction, the self and the 

other mirror each other over time. The process of interaction between actor ‘ego’ and actor ‘alter’ 

must start at their first meeting, when these two actors have no other interests than survival. 

Depending on the nature of the first social act, the other will interpret and respond, starting a cycle of 

signalling, interpreting and responding which, with every new social act, creates expectations of the 

nature of future behaviour. If a gesture by ego is threatening, or is perceived as such by alter, alter will 

likely mirror threatening behaviour. In this ongoing process, identities and interests are developed, 

such as the identity ‘enemy’ or the interest ‘security maximisation’, which may be called a ‘self-help’ 

system. (Wendt, 1992).  

 The international system we now inhabit may be socially constructed according to 

constructivists, this does not mean it is a fickle system, malleable or constantly changing. Firstly, once 

a system is in place, for example a self-help system, this system will encourage behaviour befitting the 

self-help system and punish dissenting behaviour, such as trust or altruism. Secondly, actors 

themselves may oppose changes or threats to their identity depending on how important that identity 

is to an actor, keeping in mind actors may have multiple identities affixed to them (Wendt, 1992). Yet, 

transforming identities and changing perceptions of the self and the other is possible. For example, 

using the method of ‘altercasting’, a technique of identity change which uses the mirror-effect of 

identity-formation. If actors in the international system want to change the relationship they have with 

other actors, they may do so by projecting the identity that they want the other to assume. For 

example, if ego wishes alter to be an ally rather than an enemy, ego will project the allyship that is to 

be assumed by alter. In turn, alter may mirror ego’s more friendly behaviour and, through repeated 

interaction, internalise this identity (Wendt, 1992). 

 The combination of constructivism and foreign policy analysis is somewhat new, considering 

foreign policy analysis is usually placed within the rationalist realms of realism or liberalism (Houghton, 

2007). However, constructivism offers conceptual tools for understanding and explaining foreign policy 
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that realism and liberalism do not offer (Flockhart, 2012). Wendt’s constructivism described above 

stresses the importance of structure. In foreign policy analysis, additional attention to the agent’s 

behaviour is crucial, because humans make foreign policy after all. Flockhart emphasises the 

importance of conceptions of the self and the other, defining norms of appropriate behaviour and 

socialisation as central to constructivist foreign policy. Flockhart uses the post-Cold War NATO as a 

case study, arguing NATO has established a culture of anarchy based on cooperation and alliance 

rather than self-help. The internal socialisation process caused new members of NATO, which did not 

necessarily have a democratic tradition, to acquire NATO’s norms as well (Flockhart, 2012). This thesis 

does not focus on peace and cooperation among NATO members, but rather looks at human rights 

and rule of law norms set by the EU as a core part of its identity.  

 

3.3.2 Constructivism and the EU 

When applied to the European Union, constructivism can offer insights regarding the actorness of the 

EU in external relations. Wunderlich (2012) employs constructivism to conceptualise the EU’s 

actorness in international relations. Wunderlich argues that the socio-historical background in which 

the EU was created influences the self-image of the political system that developed over the years. The 

EU’s self-image, which is one of a provider of peace and stability on the European continent, allowed 

for the institutionalisation of formal and informal rules and norms that member states are expected 

to abide by. The institutionalisation process established a set of decision-making structures, such as 

unanimity and qualified majority voting. Depending on the policy area, decision-making structures 

hamper the EU’s ability to act purposively. CFSP is a policy area dominated by unanimity procedures. 

As a result, it has occurred that the EU was unable to formulate a clear and unified foreign policy 

position during a crisis. This phenomenon, which is referred to as the capabilities-expectations gap, 

shows that the EU’s recognition as an actor occasionally exceeds its actual capabilities (Wunderlich, 

2012). The EU’s developments tend to be centred around improving its capabilities to act purposively 

in the international sphere. The Lisbon Treaty, which entered into force in 2009, created the European 

External Action Service and the position of HRVP. This is one example of the developing 

institutionalisation of foreign policy at the EU level (Wunderlich, 2012). In the constructivist 

propositions formulated in this thesis, Wunderlich’s conceptualisation of the EU as a developing actor 

is used.  

Applications of constructivism to the European Union as an international actor often contrast 

normative constructivist views with material interest-based liberalist or realist views of European 

external actorness. John O’Brennan analyses the EU’s Eastern enlargement of 2004 using realism and 

constructivism to provide interpretations and explain the geopolitical issues of European enlargement 

(O’Brennan, 2006). Realism predicted that the post-Cold War order would entail a return to self-help 
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on the European continent. Constructivism highlights the importance of community-building practices 

of the EU and the norm-generating qualities of international institutions for post-Cold War Europe. 

States in communities share norms and security interests and therefore do not tend to fight each other. 

For the EU, enlargement of this security community eastwards was an instrument to consolidate peace 

on the European continent. The frame of the constructivist security community provides a better 

explanation for the geopolitical issues, such as instability in Eastern Europe, that were mitigated by 

enlargement (O’Brennan, 2006). 

 

3.4 Theory Propositions 

The research design selected for this research is congruence analysis. This research design aims to find 

empirical evidence for the theoretical relevance or explanatory leverage of a particular theory, in 

comparison to other theories. The first step in the congruence analysis, after having delved into the 

selected theories, is to formulate propositions. Blatter and Haverland define propositions as concepts 

which “specify the constitutive concepts and formulate the causal connections to define and 

characterise a paradigm or theory” (2012, pg. 160). The structure of the congruence analysis takes 

after a similar research design is used in Dorussen et al. (2018), which applies four theories to EU-China 

security cooperation. Dorussen et al. develop theoretical expectations for security cooperation based 

on the core assumptions of four theories. The expectations are empirically analysed through the 

evaluation of surveys of European and Chinese scholars. However, Dorussen et al. develop one 

hypothesis per theory. The propositions formulated in this thesis contain multiple constitutive and 

causal propositions based on the expectations the three theories have for the empirical observations. 

I choose to formulate multiple expectations to capture various aspects of the EU’s strategy for China. 

The formulation of the propositions happens prior to the comparison with empirical observations. The 

propositions measure the explanatory power of the theories by answering the following question: 

 
What does [realism, liberalism or constructivism] expect the preference formation of actors and the 

final product of the EU’s strategy for China to look like? 

 
First, the propositions formulated in this thesis pay close attention to the preferences of actors for an 

EU strategy for China. Which actors are central in foreign policy-making, how are preferences and 

interests formulated? Second, the three theories have distinct expectations regarding the content of 

the EU’s strategy for China. Two groups of propositions follow for each theory: the preference-related 

propositions, and the content-related propositions. 
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3.4.1 Realist Propositions 

According to realism, there is no state above states. This means that states are the primary actors in 

international relations. The primary aim of states in the self-help system is to survive. States maximise 

their security because the more secure a state is, the more likely it survives. Following Hyde-Price 

(2006), EU member states are expected to be reluctant about EU-level foreign policy. Powerful 

member states, who have more to lose in relations with China, are expected to be even more reluctant. 

The self-help system does not fully hamper cooperation between states. Even with great 

powers that are possibly threatening to the EU, states can organise cooperation on a range of topics. 

However, member states are unlikely to defer cooperation on issues that affect their security. In 

cooperation, states are concerned with relative gains. Through the EU, member states hope to get a 

better bargain in international agreements with China (Mosher, 2003). This thesis does not claim that 

the EU is a realist actor. Instead, realism expects that the cooperation of member states on a strategy 

for China produces an inherently weak document due to the individual pursuit of member states. The 

realist propositions for the process of development and the contents of the EU’s strategy for China are 

the following: 

Preferences: 

[R1] In relations with China, member states will be most interested in maximising their security. 

[R2] Member states are reluctant to defer their China policy to the European Union, especially 

powerful member states. 

 
Content: 

[R3] The strategy will seek EU-level cooperation in policy areas that do not affect national or economic 

security, whilst coordinating issues that do affect national or economic security at the level of member 

states. 

[R5] Member states will attempt to satisfy concerns about relative gains through the EU. 

 

3.4.2 Liberalist propositions 

According to liberalism, states do not only have the goal to survive, but they also aim to maximise their 

welfare. Liberalism also stresses that war is costly, and trade can promote peace and present welfare 

gains for all involved. States are concerned with absolute gains rather than relative gains, because 

liberals do not see international relations as a zero-sum game. Liberalism takes individuals and 

organised groups as the basic actor in international relations. States are simply representative 

institutions acting based on the preferences of the subset of society they represent. 
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State behaviour in the international realm is informed by state preferences, which in turn 

originate from a configuration of domestic interests. States are, however, not free to pursue their 

preferences internationally. Because states are interdependent, states must pursue their preferences 

under the constraints of the preferences of the other states in the international system. If states’ 

preferences are compatible, which is the middle ground between harmonious and conflictual, there is 

an incentive to cooperate. States can use such situations to exchange policy concessions. Following Da 

Conceição-Heldt and Meunier (2014), the EU’s internal cohesiveness is anticipated as a challenge to 

EU-China relations. These assumptions inform the following propositions: 

Preferences: 

[L1] In relations with China, the bottom-up domestic preferences of member states influence policy-

making at the European level. 

[L2] Member states aim to maximise welfare and securing absolute gains in cooperation with China. 

 
Content: 

[L3] The strategy is more likely to push for cooperation between the EU and China in policy areas in 

which the preferences of member states and China are compatible. 

[L4] The strategy will seek to exchange reciprocal policy concessions with China. 

[L5] If China seeks direct cooperation with member states, the strategy will aim to strengthen its 

cohesiveness as an external actor. 

 

3.4.3 Constructivist propositions 

According to constructivism, the interaction between actors shapes collective meanings, identities and 

expectations of the other. This means interactions between actors at the EU level matter as well. 

Constructivists argue that actors act towards other actors depending on the meaning they have for 

them. This meaning arises out of interaction. Over time, actors can gain steady identities, which in turn 

inform actors’ interests. 

Although identities are relatively stable, actors can attempt to change another’s identity 

through altercasting. This means the EU projects the behaviour it wants China to adopt. This technique 

is more successful in policy areas where norms are somewhat convergent. The EU is likely to include 

areas that belong to its core identity in the strategy. Moreover, the EU is likely to push for more 

multilateral cooperation to overcome normative differences. Membership to an international 

institution often includes a set of values associated with, or even codified by, this institution. States 

who share such norms are more likely to solve issues through international institutions or diplomatic 

means, and less likely to fight wars or make unilateral provocations (O’Brennan, 2006). The core 

assumptions of constructivism can be channelled into these propositions: 
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Preferences: 

[C1] In relations with China, the EU will seek to transfer its norms to China through cooperation. 

[C2] The norms and values the EU aims to transfer stem from the EU’s core identity. 

 
Content: 

[C3] The strategy is more likely to push for cooperation in policy areas where Chinese and European 

norms are more convergent. 

[C4] The strategy is more likely to push for cooperation in policy areas that belong to its core identity. 

[C5] The EU will urge China’s further participation in global governance.  
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4. Research Design 
 

This chapter selects the research design of this thesis, and justifies the selection of theories, the 

selection of the case and looks at the validity and reliability of the design chosen. 

4.1 Selection of Research Design 

The research question of this thesis looks into the China strategy in the European Union. Whereas 

foreign policy behaviour may be difficult to capture in quantitative variables, a qualitative approach 

allows for in-depth research into a case. In general terms, case studies are non-experimental research 

designs that differ from large-N designs in that they encompass a large and diverse number of 

observations for a small number of cases. This thesis uses a case study design, looking specifically into 

the case of EU strategy for China. A myriad of variables influences the development of strategy in a 

complex situation, which is why a broad and diverse set of observations is required. Furthermore, 

theory is used as the abstract concepts that give meaning to empirical observations. 

 Blatter and Haverland (2012) highlight three explanatory small-N research designs. First, co-

variational approach aims to find out whether there is co-variation between independent variable x 

and dependent variable y. This research design is appropriate when the researcher wants to find out 

whether a particular factor affects a phenomenon. Second, causal-process tracing is an approach that 

aims to identify the one or multiple factors that influence a particular phenomenon. A research design 

that includes causal-process tracing is appropriate when the researcher is interested in how, attributed 

to which causal factors, a particular outcome was achieved. Third, congruence analysis aims to provide 

empirical evidence for the relevance or explanatory strength of a theory compared to other theories. 

Congruence analysis is appropriate to use when the researcher aims to find the theoretical relevance 

of a theory or strengthen a theory in comparison to other theories within a particular field. Congruence 

analysis may also be used as a theoretical approach to explaining a socially relevant case (Blatter and 

Haverland, 2012). 

 This thesis seeks to explain a socially important case, which is the EU’s strategy for China. 

Congruence analysis is the most appropriate small-N design to shed light on important yet puzzling 

situations. More importantly, congruence analysis contributes to the development of theories within 

their field. In this thesis, the case was chosen prior to the selection of theories. The theories selected 

are realism, liberalism and constructivism. The following section further explains the case and theory 

selection, as well as the validity of such an approach and the method of data collection chosen for this 

thesis.  
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4.2 Congruence Analysis 

As explained above, congruence analysis is an explanatory small-N research design which aims to find 

empirical evidence for the theoretical relevance or explanatory leverage of a particular theory, in 

comparison to other theories. The following section fills in the general descriptions of congruence 

analysis provided by Blatter and Haverland (2012) with the specific research design of this thesis. 

 

4.2.1 Case and Theory Selection 

Contrary to standard practice in congruence analysis, case selection came prior to theory selection in 

this research design. The selected case is the development of the EU’s strategy for China, a unique 

document which guides the EU’s foreign policies towards China and sets out the EU’s ambitions in 

cooperation with the People’s Republic.  

The selection of theories follows from the selection of this case. As Blatter and Haverland put 

forward, theories used in a congruence analysis design should follow from the selected field of study 

(2012). The field of international relations includes several dominant paradigms. In Key Concepts in 

International Relations, Diez et al. (2011) name six central (clusters of) theories of international 

relations: Marxism and critical theory, realism and neorealism, liberalism and neoliberalism, 

postmodernism and poststructuralism, social constructivism and feminism. These six theories can be 

seen as the major theories in the field. The major theories within a field are more likely to be well-

developed, making the deduction of propositions or expectations from such theories more feasible. 

This thesis has selected the following three: realism, liberalism and social constructivism (in this thesis 

referred to as simply “constructivism”). 

 Marxism and critical theory, postmodernism and poststructuralism and feminism were not 

selected for the congruence analysis, as they were less appropriate for the case at hand. First, Marxism 

and critical theory are excluded because Marxist theory and critical theory (also called post-Marxism) 

in the field of IR lacks a common view of world politics. Instead, what unites scholars from this 

theoretical background is the aim to critically question conventional IR theory (Diez et al., 2011). 

Whereas Marxist theory and critical theory provide various concepts to apply empirically, for example 

historical materialism, such a perspective is less appropriate for the formulation of propositions as part 

of congruence analysis, because the theory lacks the common assumptions that can be aggregated 

into specific foreign policy predictions. 

 Second, postmodernism is a theory that argues language and discourse constitute practices. 

Poststructuralism is a prominent subset of postmodernism, stating that the meaning that we have for 

things come from the structure of language and signs. Postmodernists and poststructuralists focus on 

representations of reality and the analysis of discourse. Power, according to this theory, is not a 

material capability held by individuals or states, but something that causes one meaning or narrative 
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to prevail over alternatives (Diez et al., 2011). Although such an approach can be applied to, for 

example, the concept of polarity in world order or great power politics, postmodernism and 

poststructuralism are less applicable in predicting the preferences of states. 

 Third, feminism is less applicable due to its focus on the underrepresentation or absence of 

women and femininity in international relations scholarship, world politics and the concept of power 

and security. Feminist scholarship in the field of IR has developed in similar waves to the feminist 

movement itself. Whereas second-wave feminist IR is more closely connected to constructivism and 

Marxism, third-wave feminist IR is more connected to postmodernism and poststructuralism (Diez et 

al., 2011). For that reason, feminist theory is broader and has a less steady set of core assumptions 

than for example realism. 

 That leaves three theories. Realism, liberalism and constructivism are selected because 

compared to the three other theories described above, they have a more stable set of core 

assumptions that can be translated into propositions later. These assumptions are further elaborated 

in the theoretical framework chapter of this thesis. Moreover, the concepts and topics associated with 

these theories can be easily linked to the contents of the case, as is done in the introduction of this 

thesis. For feasibility reasons, the number of theories included in this congruence analysis is limited to 

three. 

The propositions for these three theories have been developed in the previous chapter. In the 

next chapter, this thesis presents empirical observations regarding the EU’s strategy for China. From 

the comparison of the propositions to the empirical observations, one can draw conclusions. The 

theory that presents a higher level of congruence with empirical observations can be seen as the theory 

that is better equipped to explain the EU’s strategy for China. 

 

4.2.2 Validity and Reliability 

This research design takes into account the internal and external validity, as well as the reliability in 

the application of congruence analysis.  

Internal validity refers to the validity of the steps taken to prove a relationship. In the case of 

congruence analysis, it refers to the congruence between theoretical expectations and empirical 

observations. Because theoretical propositions are relatively abstract, the researcher must make 

inferential leaps from the empirical observation to the abstract theoretical propositions. Interpretation 

by the researcher plays an important role here (Blatter and Haverland, 2012). To ensure internal 

validity, the process of making inferential leaps between different levels of abstraction must be 

transparent and accompanied with justification. Still, congruence analysis faces the criticism of 

epistemological relativism. Epistemological relativism refers to the idea that the theoretical framework 

used by the researcher determines what the researcher observes in her empirical reality. This means 
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that the researcher may be biased towards verification. Congruence analysis mitigates this problem by 

two dimensions of control. First, a vertical element of control explicitly separates the formulation of 

propositions and their comparison to empirical observations. This element ensures that the 

proposition predicts the empirical observation, excluding the possibility of an inverse relationship. 

Second, a horizontal element of control is facilitated by including multiple theories into the congruence 

analysis. This element structures the research design as a ‘three cornered fight’ (Hall, 2006 in Blatter 

and Haverland, 2012, pg. 146), which is a design that involves empirical observations and information 

from at least two different theories. 

External validity refers to the ability to generalise the results of the research across other cases. 

Unlike in other approaches, results following from congruence analysis cannot be generalised across 

other cases. Instead, generalisation takes place within the theoretical discourse used in the congruence 

analysis. The approach this thesis takes is based on the competition between theories in the 

congruence analysis. Depending on the results of the congruence analysis proper, generalisable 

conclusions can be made based on which theory provides the best explanation for the selected case. 

This proof can be used as munitions in the struggle for theoretical hegemony in the field of 

international relations (Blatter and Haverland, 2012).  

Lastly, the reliability of the small-N research design depends on whether the results of the 

congruence analysis can be reproduced if the same measurements and the same cases are used 

(Johnson and Reynolds, 2005). This thesis looks at documentation, which means that the evidence 

used in this research design can be retrieved and reviewed at any time. By comparing empirical 

observations to the propositions formulated, the results of the congruence analysis can be reproduced. 

 

4.3 Data Collection 

To test the propositions formulated earlier, one needs empirical observations of the preference 

formation for, and content of the 2016 EU strategy for China. The method employed to gather 

empirical observations is document analysis. Documentation includes administrative documents, 

formal studies or evaluations and newspaper articles (Yin, 2003). Documentation is stable, precise and 

covers situations broadly. Documentation is also unobtrusive, in that documentation is not created as 

a result for the case study, unlike interviews or experiments (Yin, 2003). However, documentation may 

be difficult to retrieve or access or the researcher may be biased in the retrieval. The documentation 

could also report biased or incomplete truths. 

The limitations of using documentation as evidence can be mitigated by using multiple data 

sources and variating between primary and secondary sources. Primary sources are first-hand 

evidence of empirical phenomena, whereas secondary sources are accounts, descriptions or 

interpretations of primary sources. For example, an EU policy document is a primary source if the topic 
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concerns EU interests in a particular field. A newspaper article summarising the policy document or an 

oral statement by an EU official, is a secondary source.  

The empirical analysis of this thesis requires the analysis of data on the EU’s position on China. 

The Council Conclusions (2016a) is the central high-level EU document on China. Data on the respective 

positions of EU member states is retrieved directly, using official statements by governments of 

member states. Such data can be supplemented with indirect information, from newspaper articles 

reporting on EU affairs such as EUobserver, Politico.eu and EURACTIV, and academic articles or reports 

by think-tanks. For data on the preferences of domestic societal groups, I look at the positions and 

public statements of national industrial or employers’ organisations, environmental and climate action 

groups and human rights organisations. 
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5. Empirical Analysis 
 

The following empirical analysis tests the propositions formulated in the previous chapter in the 

empirical world. This chapter follows the chronology of the propositions of each theory, starting with 

the preference-related proposition first, followed by the content-related proposition. With ‘the 

content of the strategy’, this thesis refers to the Council Conclusions (Council of the European Union, 

2016a). This is the document that officially represents the EU’s preferences. The document is nine 

pages long, and includes 23 conclusions. 

 

5.1 The Formation of Preferences; Actors and Interests 

This empirical analysis first looks at the preference formation of actors regarding the EU’s strategy for 

China. The preference-related propositions were developed in the theoretical framework chapter of 

this thesis. Realism expects that states want to survive, and aim to maximise their security to do so. 

The state preferences are therefore static. Liberalism, on the other hand, assumes that state 

preferences are dynamic. Liberalism expects that states’ preferences arise bottom-up from the 

domestic societies of states. Liberalism also expects that state preferences revolve around increasing 

welfare. Constructivism expects that the EU wants to transfer its norms to China. These norms are 

developed through interaction and identity-formation at the European level. 

 

5.1.1 Member State Preferences 

Realism and liberalism both expect the preferences of EU member states to take a central position in 

the formation of preferences for an EU strategy for China. What are the preferences of the EU member 

states for China policy?  

 As the ‘Big Three’ of the European Union, Germany, the United Kingdom and France have 

distinct preferences for China policy. Both realism and liberalism value the preferences of the Big Three 

highly. Realism looks at these countries because they are powerful in military and economic terms 

(Eurostat, 2020a; Eurostat, 2020b). Liberalism emphasises the importance of these countries, due to 

their voting power in the Council (Council of the European Union, 2020) which makes them pivotal 

actors in intergovernmental bargaining. These countries also have large economies, and by extension 

significant commercial interests. 

First, the German government prioritises the interests of German industries and businesses in 

official statements by the government, and emphasises the importance of economic win-win 

cooperation and reciprocity. Furthermore, Germany urges improvement of the rule of law in China 

(Federal Government of Germany, 2015; 2016). However, Heiduk (2014) points out that under 

Chancellor Merkel, Germany may have moved towards a more critical political stance on China, but 
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this stance has never been an obstacle for trade and investment. In general terms, Germany wants to 

be China’s key economic partner in Europe, as long as China offers reciprocal profits. Germany does 

not see China’s increasing influence as a threat, but rather as an opportunity for German businesses.  

Second, the government of the UK aims to be China’s prime partner in Europe. At the start of 

his term in 2010, former Prime Minister David Cameron stated that the UK would prioritise openness, 

free trade and fighting protectionism. The logic used by the UK is: if Europe is open to China, China 

shall be open to Europe as well (Government of the United Kingdom, 2010). Five years later, following 

Cameron’s re-election, the government of the UK assures China that there is no country in Europe 

more open to China than the UK (Government of the United Kingdom, 2015a).  

Third, France states in official documentation that rebalancing the trade imbalance between 

China and France is important (France Diplomatie, 2013). Other than that, France sees opportunities 

for win-win cooperation between China and France on peace, climate and growth (France Diplomatie, 

2014). Finally, France emphasises the possibility of working towards an “organised multipolar world” 

alongside China (France Diplomatie, 2014, pg. 3), with France, the EU as a whole, and China among the 

primary balancing powers. 

Whereas realism expects that the preferences of states originate from the goal to survive, 

liberalism expects that pressure from domestic interests informs the preferences states pursue 

internationally. The following sections look at foreign policy and security as part of the realist 

proposition, and bottom-up preferences for the liberalist proposition. 

Foreign policy and security 

Realism expects that states aim to maximise their security. The more secure a state is, in military and 

economic terms, the higher its chances of survival. States’ considerations of their relative security 

includes economic power as well. A state can use economic gains to fund its military. Economic issues 

and military/security issues can therefore not be separated, states Mearsheimer (1995, pg. 20). 

Pooling sovereignty and foreign policy instruments with other states is therefore counter-

intuitive to a realist, because less sovereignty means less security. Realism would expect any European 

member state to be reluctant to pool sovereignty, but the more powerful states even more so. States’ 

reluctance to defer foreign policy to the EU can be empirically tested by looking at the roles these 

countries envision for the European Commission and the HRVP in relations with China. How states 

conduct their relations with China is also telling of their stance on a common China policy at the 

European level. 

 CFSP is, in general, an intergovernmental affair. The Maastricht Treaty of 1993 transformed 

European Political Cooperation into CFSP, gathering foreign policy issues under the Council and the 

External Affairs Directorate General of the Commission. The European Parliament had virtually no role 
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in foreign policy. Decision-making in CFSP is almost exclusively based on unanimity, with qualified 

majority voting used in only a couple of instances (Hix and Høyland, 2011). The standpoints of member 

states during the intergovernmental conferences for the Lisbon Treaty in 2007 exposes the roles they 

envisioned for the European Commission and the HRVP in EU foreign policy. 

 During the reform process of EU foreign policy leading up to the Lisbon Treaty, Germany was 

far less reluctant to offer foreign policy instruments to the European Union compared to the UK or 

France. One of the innovations established in the Lisbon Treaty was the creation of the position of the 

HRVP (Lehne, 2012). Germany’s open-minded position towards CFSP shines through in its organisation 

of China policy as well. Germany explicitly links its bilateral relationship to the EU-China comprehensive 

strategic partnership (Federal Government of Germany, 2014). 

During negotiations for the Lisbon Treaty, the UK made certain that intergovernmentalism and 

unanimity procedures continued to dominate EU foreign policy. The UK did not see a stronger role for 

the European Commission or Parliament. Furthermore, the UK vetoed the proposal to name the new 

HRVP position the ‘EU foreign minister’ (Lehne, 2012). On China policy specifically, the UK is keen to 

conduct relations with China bilaterally, through UK-China dialogues and summits. The UK and China 

host yearly Economic and Financial Dialogues (Government of the United Kingdom, 2015b), High-Level 

People-To-People Dialogues (Government of the United Kingdom, 2016) and Strategic Dialogue on 

international foreign policy issues such as Ukraine and Syria (Government of the United Kingdom, 

2014). 

France had a large role in shaping the Lisbon Treaty. France aligned itself with the UK to ensure 

foreign policy would remain largely the hands of member state governments. France also saw no 

bigger role for the Commission or the Parliament, and even insisted on the establishment of a 

permanent president of the European Council, to function as a counterweight to the Commission 

president (Lehne, 2012). France is similarly reluctant to defer China policy to the European level. Like 

the UK, France holds yearly Economic and Financial Dialogues. However, France puts more emphasis 

on China-France Dialogues being complementary to EU-China Dialogues than the UK does (Économie 

Gouvernement France, 2015). 

In short, EU member states are generally reluctant to let go of the right to act independently 

on foreign policy. The Big Three EU member states, Germany, the UK and France have shaped the 

reform process of EU foreign affairs during the Lisbon Treaty negotiations, the UK and France being 

the most reluctant to surrender foreign policy instruments to the EU. In relations with China, the UK 

and France treat their bilateral relationship as prior to EU level China policy. Germany’s China policy is 

more complementary to the EU’s China policy. This is partly in line with realism. However, Germany’s 

support of CFSP is an exception. 
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Bottom-up preferences 

Liberalism expects that the domestic preferences of people, interest groups and political 

representations influence the state preferences for China policy. Unlike realism, these interests 

constantly change, rather than the static preference for survival. Liberalism explains member states’ 

reluctance to defer foreign policy instruments to the EU by the pressure of domestic political 

representation not to lose sovereignty to the EU. The sources of pressure may differ depending on the 

policy area (Moravcsik, 1993). The following section looks at three different patterns of domestic 

interests: commercial issues, the provision of public goods and political issues, in the three biggest EU 

member states. These interests are compared to the preferences of the Big Three governments 

described above, and the issues in the EU’s strategy. 

 First, in Germany, the central representation of commercial interests is the Federation of 

German Industries (BDI). In general, BDI wants to guarantee investment protection measures and 

improved market access for German companies in China (BDI, 2019). In 2016, leading up to the 

publication of the EU’s strategy, the BDI’s main concern with China was connected to anti-dumping. 

At the end of 2016, the EU was set to decide whether to give China Market Economy Status (MES) as 

a member of the WTO. If China is awarded MES, anti-dumping measures become more difficult to 

apply. Especially the steel sector suffered from Chinese industrial overcapacity. BDI admits, that the 

preferences of German industry and businesses are two-sided on this topic. On the one hand, Germany 

is a location for production and would suffer from unfair competition with China. On the other hand, 

many German industries import cheaper primary products from China and would suffer from 

protectionism (BDI, 2016a). The BDI also plays a role in shaping German business interests in Germany-

China relations through the Asia Pacific Committee of the German Business (Huotari, 2015).    

Regarding the socio-economic provision of public goods, environmental policy is the most prominent 

issue in EU-China relations. Two sources of domestic environmental preferences concerning China 

matter. First, German industries may oppose policies that directly regulate goods or production 

processes. In relations with China, however, the EU pursues broad goals with less calculable 

implications. Holzer and Zhang state that EU-China cooperation on environment and climate is limited 

to dialogues, conferences and workshops. The BDI actively supports the Paris climate agreement (BDI, 

2017), especially market-based mechanisms that provide economic incentives for cutting carbon 

emissions (BDI, 2016b). Second, the German public has preferences in favour of the provision of public 

goods. They are represented through environmental interest groups such as the umbrella organisation 

Klima Allianz Deutschland, who are pushing Germany and the EU to strengthen their commitment to 

climate protection and the development of clean energy technologies (Klima Allianz Deutschland, n.d.). 

They also call on the EU to seek partnerships with emerging economies such as China to take the lead 

on global climate action (Klima Allianz Deutschland, 2019). Political cooperation between the EU and 
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China concerns issues like human rights and the rule of law. On the German domestic level, there is 

narrow pressure from groups such as the International Society for Human Rights (IGFM) and Amnesty 

Germany. They call on the German government to take urgent action on an incident basis, for example, 

to free a human rights activist or journalist (Amnesty Germany, 2015), but also on broad issues such 

as the prosecution of Falun Gong practitioners and the harvesting of their organs (IGFM, 2014). 

Second, British commercial interests, led by employer’s associations such as the Confederation 

of British Industry (CBI), focus on the UK’s position in Europe vis-à-vis China (Groom and O’Connor, 

2014). CBI states that ensuring a level-playing field for business between the UK and China, and 

openness are priorities. However, they state the lack of reciprocity from China should not stop the UK 

from accepting Chinese investments (Parker and Anderlini, 2013). CBI criticised the British government 

for its strict immigration policy, which undermines the British economy and turns away Chinese luxury 

brand shoppers in favour of other shopping destinations such as Paris and Milan (Adler, 2014). The CBI 

also lobbied at the British government for the expansion of Heathrow airport, which is partly owned 

by China’s sovereign wealth fund. The expansion of Heathrow is not only supposed to support more 

aviation links to China, but also compete with other, better-connected airports in Europe (Parker, 

Parker and Odell, 2012). Both times, UK commercial interests translate into preferences for trade with 

China, but also concern the UK’s competitive position in Europe. In environmental issues, the CBI takes 

a position similar to the BDI. The CBI was in favour of a strong Paris climate agreement, as this improves 

businesses’ cost calculations for low carbon emission policies (Clark, 2015). In environmental 

cooperation with China, British business interests are generally supportive, which may be explained by 

the broad set of goals without direct implications for businesses. The British public, represented 

through groups such as the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) urges the British government to 

commit to the low greenhouse gas emission goals set for 2050 and invest in renewable energy 

technologies (Clark, 2013). The CCC cooperated with Chinese counterpart on research and risk 

assessments which inform climate policies in their respective countries (CCC, 2015). British human 

rights organisations address human rights issues in China frequently, such as the crackdown on human 

rights lawyers and activists in China, unlawful arrests and detention, and torture. Amnesty UK calls on 

the British government “not to trade away human rights” with China (Amnesty UK, n.d.; Amnesty UK, 

2015). 

 Third, The Movement of the Enterprises of France (Medef) represent business interests in 

France. Especially the France-China Committee (CFC) of Medef is active in opening the Chinese market 

for French companies, and rebalancing trade relations between France and China (Grésillon, 2012). 

Moreover, the CFC works on France-China-Africa cooperation (Le Belzic, 2016a). The tripartite 

partnership aims to increase investment into Africa in infrastructure, energy, health and education, 

facilitated by French and Chinese companies (Le Belzic, 2016b). On environmental issues, Medef is 
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more active than the BDI or CBI. Medef actively supported the Paris agreement and the role of 

businesses in sustainable growth, innovation and investment in green energy (Medef, 2015). Similar 

to the German and British employers’ associations, Medef emphasises the role of business, long-term 

strategies and finance. Public organisations such as Friends of the Earth France focus on bottom-up 

change, short-term policy changes and government action (Friends of the Earth France, 2016). The 

Climate Action Network France (RAC-F) recognises that since 2015, China’s commitments to lowering 

its emissions and investing in renewable energy are more ambitious than commitments by the US, 

Europe and other large polluters (RAC-F, 2015a). The RAC-F also criticises France for postponing its 

commitments made regarding the public support for coal in 2014 (RAC-F, 2015b). Political issues such 

as human rights are met with narrow pressure from human rights organisations in France such as the 

International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH). The FIDH urges the French government to place 

human rights at the centre of discussion whenever an official meeting between the French and Chinese 

heads of state occur. The human rights organisation emphasises shortcomings regarding freedom of 

expression and association, arrests and detention of human rights activists and the human rights 

situation in Tibet and Xinjiang (FIDH, 2014). 

 To conclude, the domestic preferences of commercial issues are in each of the three countries 

the strongest and most effective interests, which is why their respective governments tend to put 

these interests first. The CBI pushing for openness to Chinese investment in the UK is a position taken 

by the Cameron government as well (Government of the United Kingdom, 2015a). On environmental 

issues, domestic interests are two-sided, although in climate cooperation with China both sides are 

generally supportive. Finally, governments receive pressure on human rights issues from domestic 

organisations and through public opinion. In all three member states, pressure on political issues is 

issue-based rather than constant. As a result, the British government enjoys more autonomy over 

preferences regarding political issues with China. In such situations, Moravcsik argues elite interests 

tend to prevail, for example, those of a prime minister (Moravcsik, 1993). This explains why a European 

prime minister may or may not decide to speak out on human rights in China, or visit the Dalai Lama. 

Alternatively, commercial interests may prevail here, as criticism of China could result in economic 

retaliation from China.  

The three sources of domestic interests can be seen in the EU’s strategy for China as well. 

Commercial interests prevail in trade and investment and throughout the strategy, whereas 

environmental cooperation and political issues appear, but EU-China cooperation on these issues takes 

place at the surface-level. Table 1 below summarises these results and shows a link between domestic 

preferences and state preferences. The expectations of realism were somewhat met in the empirical 

analysis, but Germany is an exception. Moravcsik’s theory that domestic (business) preferences shape 

state interests is a better explanation for the preference formation of member states. 
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Table 1 State preferences and results regarding the expectations of realism and liberalism 

 
EU Member State 

Preference Germany UK France 

State preference for 
China policy 

Reciprocity from China, 
attention to human 
rights violations in 
China 

Openness to 
investment from 
China, in return for the 
opening Chinese 
markets for UK 
investors 

Rebalancing the trade 
imbalance 

State preference for 
EU foreign policy 
(realism) 

Open-minded about 
CFSP, supportive of 
EU-level China policy 

Very reluctant about 
CFSP, prefers direct 
relations with China 

Very reluctant about 
CFSP, prefers direct 
relations with China 

Domestic preferences 
(liberalism) 

Strong business lobby 
focused on anti-
dumping but takes no 
position regarding MES 

Strong business lobby 
focused on securing 
Chinese investments 
into British projects 

Strong business lobby 
focused on rebalancing 
the trade imbalance 
between France and 
China, and France-
China- Africa 
cooperation 

 

5.1.2 European Norms and Identity  

Unlike realism and liberalism, constructivism conceptualises the EU as an external actor in its own right. 

The preferences of the EU, to transfer norms to China, originate from interactions at the European 

level, and the socialisation process of member states. The preference of norm transfer is based on the 

underlying mechanism of constructivism which is the reproduction of one’s identity through 

interaction. The next section first explores what the European identity is, what European norms and 

values are and how they relate to China’s identity, norms and values. 

 The European identity, which describes the role of the EU and its self-image, can be found in 

the treaties. The treaties establish the EU institutions and their operation, rules and procedures as well 

as the role of the EU in Europe and the world. The Treaty of Rome established the basis of an ever-

closer union, aimed at pooling resources to preserve peace and liberty in Europe after World War II 

(Napolitano, 2019). The Rome Treaty establishes a functional Community, based on economic 

development and integration. The importance of fundamental values and the normative framework 

of the EU came later. In 1977, the Parliament, Council and Commission adopted the Joint Declaration 

concerning the protection of fundamental rights, and in 1978 the Council adopted the Declaration on 

democracy (Amato and Verola, 2019). The fundamental values established in these documents are 

absorbed into the treaties for the first time in the Single European Act and later in the Maastricht 

Treaty, in the form of “the principles of liberty, democracy and respect for human rights and 

fundamental freedoms and of the rule of law” (Maastricht Treaty, 1992, in Amato and Verola 2019, pg. 
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59). The codification of the fundamental values of the EU in the treaties is an official statement by the 

EU, on the identity of the EU. This thesis takes this set of values and their attached norms to constitute 

the EU’s identity, recognising that these norms are symbolic to an extent. In international interactions, 

it is especially human rights protection, and the improvement of the rule of law which the EU aims to 

replicate. 

 The Chinese official identity underwent a transformation in the 1990s, when the socialist 

ideology became irreconcilable with the economic reforms, the opening of markets and the patterns 

of production and consumption in the People’s Republic. A conscious political identity shift followed, 

away from socialist ideology based in Marxism, towards a nationalist ideology with a revival of 

traditional Chinese culture and Confucianism (Cheung, 2012). The reintroduction of Confucian political 

values created a new source of legitimacy for the CCP, and an alternative for both the outdated 

socialism and liberalism, which is dreaded by the Party (Cheung, 2012). Confucian values of hierarchy, 

propriety and benevolence are invoked for both the political legitimacy of authoritarianism and for the 

moral guidelines for Party officials and local governments. The EU’s conception of fundamental human 

rights is based on universality and indivisibility. For China, human rights are collective rights which are 

granted by the sovereign state (Men, 2011). 

 The fundamental values and norms of the EU and China oppose one another, as the previous 

section establishes. In cooperation with China, the two sides can therefore expect to clash on 

normative understandings. Whereas realism and liberalism focus on the security and economic 

consequences of China’s rise, constructivism expects that the normative differences between the EU 

and China to be central to the EU’s interests. If normative differences can be overcome, cooperation 

is more successful which is why norm  transfer is preferred by the EU according to constructivism. The 

next sections explore an issue in which norms are expected to play a role; the South China Sea conflict. 

Constructivism expects that the EU’s preferences in this issue revolve around the diffusion of norms, 

such as rule of law, peace and stability. Is this indeed the case in the South China Sea conflict, or do 

other preferences override normative considerations? 

For decades, the South China Sea has been subject to island and maritime claims by its littoral 

countries, including China. Following a stalemate in multilateral diplomatic negotiations over the South 

China Sea through ASEAN, the Philippines submitted its dispute over the interpretation and application 

of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in the South China Sea to arbitration 

in 2013 (Oxman, 2017). In 2016, The Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) found that China’s claims 

over islands in, and the maritime territory of the South China Sea was inconsistent with international 

law. One of the points made by the Court, in favour of the Philippines, was that China’s historical claim 

over the South China Sea has no legal basis (Zhao, 2018). China refused to participate throughout the 

proceedings, and neither accepted nor recognised the Tribunal’s ruling (Zhao, 2018).  
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In March 2016, prior to the ruling by the PCA, the HRVP released a statement on behalf of the 

EU urging all states involved in the conflict to resolve the territorial disputes through peaceful means, 

within the framework of international law. The EU also expresses concern over the deployment of 

missiles on islands in the South China Sea, and calls on all involved to refrain from militarisation 

(Council of the European Union, 2016b). Following the PCA’s ruling, the EU was unable to formulate a 

statement urging China to abide by the ruling, as several EU member states opposed such a statement, 

resulting in a statement that only acknowledges the ruling (Gotev, 2016). China also pressured the EU 

to remain neutral on the matter (Vincenti, 2016). Cottey (2019) explains that the EU’s policy towards 

territorial disputes in the South China Sea were initially based on normative politics. Its approach was 

three-tiered. First, the EU remains strictly neutral on the territorial dispute itself. Second, the EU 

introduces the normative aspect of its approach, which is to call for settling the issues through 

international law. Third, the EU offers to provide expertise or best practices or confidence-building 

(Cottey, 2019). The 2016 statement by the HRVP follows exactly this structure.  

However, the EU’s South China Sea policy started to change around 2015, in two opposing 

directions. On the one hand, policy moved in the direction of soft balancing. Soft balancing intends to 

rebalance the EU’s Asia policy, which had been increasingly dominated by China. Soft balancing does 

not involve military power, but instead the soft power instruments of the EU; Partnership and 

Cooperation Agreements, multilateralism and diplomacy, among others. The EU enhanced its 

cooperation with ASEAN, and concluded Partnership and Cooperation Agreements with Indonesia, 

Vietnam, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. On the other hand, the policy moved in the direction 

of acquiescence. This approach accommodates China’s assertiveness in the South China Sea, to the 

point of avoiding any confrontation with China on the matter of the South China Sea. The inability of 

the EU to form a statement supporting or welcoming the PCA’s ruling is a testament of acquiescence. 

China is an important trading partner for the EU, which causes states to be careful not to annoy China, 

to the detriment of economic ties (Cottey, 2019).  

In conclusion, normative policy is the preference of the EU, but the preferences and actions of 

member states occasionally cause the EU to act differently. In the South China Sea dispute, the EU’s 

policy is superficially normative. Balancing, albeit through soft power, and acquiescence for the sake 

of protecting economic interests point towards realism and liberalism, respectively. 

 

5.1.3 Preference Formation Conclusions 

The previous sections discussed the preference formation of member states and the EU regarding the 

2016 EU strategy for China. The theories each have distinct expectations regarding whose interests 

weigh heaviest at the EU, and how these interests are formed. Whereas realism and liberalism attach 

importance to the member states, constructivism looks at the identity of the EU. The latter theory 
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explains how EU external policy operates on the superficial level, but fails to explain actions by the EU 

and its member states. For example, why did the EU discontinue its normative policy in the South China 

Sea dispute? The domestic interests of member states provide a better explanation for the structure 

of EU-China policy. Whereas realism expects member states to have a static preference for security, 

liberalism expects that domestic interests constantly change state preferences. Although realism is 

correct in that EU member states prefer not to give the EU significant foreign policy instruments, its 

explanation falls short compared to liberalism. Liberalism proves that state preferences follow bottom-

up societal interests carefully. 
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5.2 The Content of the Strategy; Actions and Challenges 

The second section of this empirical analysis analyses how the preferences of actors, as described in 

the previous section, have influenced the final product of the strategy. Realism expects that the 

member states, wanting to maximise their security, will keep a firm grasp on their foreign policy 

instruments. They will only allow the EU to take on cooperation with China on matters that do not 

affect national security or economy. States will also use the power of the EU to satisfy concerns about 

the distribution of gains between EU member states and China. Liberalism expects that the EU’s 

strategy for China is a product of policy interdependency. The strategy will look for cooperation on 

compatible issues and seek reciprocal concessions from China in return for access to the European 

market. The strategy will concern itself with issues arising from the intergovernmental nature of 

European foreign policy-making, such as the ability to speak with a unified voice, and the possibility of 

China taking advantage of a disunified Europe. Constructivism expects that the EU’s strategy uses 

altercasting to project the change the EU wants to see from China. The strategy will seek cooperation 

with China on issues where norms are convergent, and issues central to the EU’s identity. 

Constructivism also expects the EU to push China to participate and become a stakeholder in 

international organisations, as the socialisation process within these institutions can help to transfer 

some European norms. 

 The next section analyses the text of the Council Conclusions, in two steps. First, the analysis 

covers the cooperative strategy elements. These are the goals the EU sets for starting or enhancing 

cooperation with China in a particular policy area. Second, the analysis examines the problem-solving 

elements of the strategy. These elements do not constitute cooperation, but instead address 

challenges that must be solved by the EU for EU-China cooperation to be successful. 

 

5.2.1 Cooperation with China 

Realism 

Realism expects that the EU takes care of cooperation with China on issues that member states deem 

less important. These are in policy areas that do not heavily affect national or economic security. The 

Council Conclusions indeed seek cooperation on research and innovation, connectivity, people-to-

people exchanges and sustainable development. However, contrary to realism’s expectations, many 

calls for cooperation between the EU and China do affect security or economy in some way. The 

strategy takes the lead on the investment agreement (CAI) between the EU and China. The EU’s 

strategy further seeks to cooperate on foreign policy and international security, ensuring rules-based 

Chinese involvement in Central and Eastern Europe, finding common ground on disarmament, cyber-

security and non-proliferation and counterpiracy initiatives and peacekeeping in Africa. This is not in 

line with realism’s expectations regarding the content of the EU’s strategy for China. Yet, for realism, 
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what is not in the strategy is more important than what is in. For that reason, the next section looks at 

member states’ cooperation with China outside of the European Union. 

 Germany and China host strategic dialogue on regional and global affairs, which gained pace 

especially in 2014 and 2015. However, exchanges within the perimeter of this dialogue have been 

complementary to, not separate from, EU-China strategic cooperation. For example, cooperation on 

the nuclear deal framework with Iran. Germany and China also host high-level financial dialogue and 

cyber dialogue (Huotari, 2015). 

 Even prior to the Brexit vote, the UK’s cooperation with China was characterised as a 

withdrawal from the European Union. Leading up to the 2016 strategy, the UK made a series of 

unilateral policy decisions regarding China that were ahead of the EU, and not in line with the US. In 

2015, the UK joined the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, without consulting with EU member 

states or the US (Summers, 2015). On the other hand, as UK prime minister, David Cameron took the 

lead calling for an EU-China free-trade agreement (Watt and Mason, 2013). 

 France’s cooperation with China focuses on trade and investment, especially in key French 

industries such as aeronautics, transportation and the automotive sector. France’s engagement with 

China is also characterised by the desire to remain relevant as a global power. Through cooperation 

with China, France aims to demonstrate its global importance, for example through heavy engagement 

on global affairs, international security and climate change. China and France share global security 

concerns, as both countries have high levels of involvement in Africa (Ekman and Seaman, 2015). 

 Exclusive cooperation on any issue is rare, which means that EU-China cooperation, and 

member state-China cooperation is mostly overlapping. In many policy areas, the member states have 

been able to organise deeper cooperation directly with China, with more tangible results. 

 
Liberalism 

Liberalism expects that the EU’s strategy for China aims to cooperate with China in policy areas where 

preferences are compatible. In these areas, the trading of policy concessions is the most effective. Thus, 

liberalism also expects the strategy to demand reciprocal concessions from China.  

 The Council Conclusions mentions “creating jobs and growth in the European Union” among 

the major opportunities for the EU in cooperation with China, as well as “a level playing field, and 

genuine mutual benefits” (2016a, pg. 2). Furthermore, the Council states that concluding the 

Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI) between the EU and China is the EU’s main priority 

(Council of the European Union, 2016a). 

The CAI, if concluded and implemented, is the most tangible result from cooperation between 

the EU and China. It is in the EU’s interests to gain better access to the Chinese market and create 

equal opportunities for European companies and investors in China. Similarly, China wants access for 
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investment in the European market. In the Council Conclusions, the Council welcomes “productive 

Chinese investment, provided it is in line with EU policies and legislation”, and expects in return 

improved access for European businesses and investment in the Chinese market (Council of the 

European Union, 2016a, pg. 4). The EU urges cooperation on other issues, including research and 

innovation, digital economy and the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights. 

However, the EU can only urge China liberalise, create a level playing field for business and investment 

and adhere to international market rules and regulations. The interdependence between the EU’s and 

China’s preferences makes the EU focus on the investment and market access, as policy concessions 

can be exchanged in this area. 

The strategy emphasises the need for reciprocity from China throughout. First, the Council 

states that it “expects the EU’s relationship with China to be one of reciprocal benefit in all respects” 

and “[t]he EU also expects China to assume responsibilities in line with its global impact and to support 

the rules-based international order from which it, too, benefits” (Council of the European Union, 2016a, 

pg. 2). Reciprocity is mentioned explicitly two more times, in relation to investment, and research and 

innovation. Reciprocity is treated as a precondition to cooperation in the strategy, which means that 

the EU attached a high priority to rebalancing the relationship with China. 

 
Constructivism 

Constructivism expects that cooperation is sought in areas where norms are convergent, or in areas 

that belong to the core identity of the EU. 

 As one of the primary opportunities for cooperation with China, the Council emphasises 

“engaging China in its reform process in a way which ensures openness”, and “underlines that the 

promotion of human rights and the rule of law will continue to be a core part of the EU's engagement 

with China” (Council of the European Union, 2016a, pg. 2-3). The Council stresses that the EU’s strategy 

for China represents the EU’s interests, as well as universal values. In relations with China, the Council 

focuses on the rules-based international order, human rights including freedom of speech, and the 

rule of law (Council of the European Union, 2016a). The South China Sea dispute mentioned earlier is 

also present in the strategy. 

 The many policy areas included in the strategy present opportunities for norm transfer. One 

of them is people-to-people relations. People-to-people exchanges are a form of ‘soft diplomacy’ that 

is focused on creating mutual understanding and fostering trust between partners. The EU-China 

People-to-People Dialogue (P2P) covers sectors such as education, culture and mobility, but also serves 

goals beyond these issues. In general, P2P dialogue functions as a tool to overcome obstacles in 

diplomacy by creating mutual understanding and trust on issues where preferences are close. 

Following successes on these issues, cooperation can move organically onto more contentious issues. 
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For example, the ‘soft issues’ discussed in the EU-China P2P Dialogue, such as mobility, can be 

extended to so-called ‘hard-issues’, such as visa regulation. The EU hopes to open China’s civil society 

and space for NGOs through P2P dialogue as well, but for now the dialogue remains top-down (Burnay 

et al., 2014). Despite difficulties in promoting a bottom-up approach to P2P relations in China, the EU 

pushes for deepening cooperation through the P2P platform, especially on mobility (Council of the 

European Union, 2016a). P2P dialogue is an excellent example of seeking cooperation on issues where 

norms are convergent and linkages are easily made.  

Constructivism expects that the transfer of norms to China is more likely to be successful when 

the identities, norms and values of two actors are somewhat convergent. When norms are highly 

dissimilar or even opposing, alter is very unlikely to adopt ego’s behaviour because they see that 

behaviour as inherently bad. The difference between the conceptions of the EU and China on human 

rights described earlier (Men, 2011) is an example of such a dissimilarity. Another gap between the EU 

and China exists in trade and investment. Whereas the EU promotes free trade in accordance to the 

rules of the WTO, China is a socialist market economy which values public ownership and state-owned 

enterprises (Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, 2004). 

The EU’s strategy for China still touches upon these issues. The strategy stresses the 

importance of improvements on human rights and rule of law in China, and repeatedly calls on China 

to become more open and to improve the protection of intellectual property rights (Council of the 

European Union, 2016a). Constructivism expects that despite divergent norms, the EU chooses to push 

these topics because they belong to the core identity of the EU. Michalski and Pan describe the 

relationship between the EU and China around 2016 as an equilibrium, in which each side projects its 

norms, but only to the extent of maintaining respect for the other’s fundamental identity (Michalski 

and Pan, 2017). For that reason, the EU does not try to deviate from the One China policy, and only 

promotes human rights and rule of law to an extent that is acceptable to China. 

Constructivism predicts an inherent contradiction in EU-China relations. On the one hand, the 

EU seeks out cooperation on issues where linkages are easily made. On the other hand, the EU must 

seek out contentious issues such as human rights and the South China Sea dispute to enact its identity 

of a normative power.  

 
The Belt and Road Initiative 

An exceptional issue in EU-China relations is the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). As a recent development, 

coined by the Chinese government in 2013, the BRI was faced with support and criticism. The BRI is an 

initiative based on Chinese investment and leadership aimed at creating economic corridors from 

China across the Eurasian continent. The project involves investments in transportation, pipelines, 

airports and markets, as well as investment into maritime routes from China to Southeast-Asia, India, 
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Europe and Africa. The project is clouded with uncertainty and ambiguity about what China’s priorities 

are, which specific routes shall be taken and how China will balance its foreign policy non-intervention 

principle and instability in countries along the Road (Pantucci, 2016). 

The preferences of the member states and the EU are expected to congregate around narrow 

and contentious issues such as the BRI, which makes it an interesting test for the explanatory power 

of the three theories. The following section examines the BRI from the perspective of the three 

theories. Realism expects the EU member states to be concerned about their security facing this new 

project, coordinating their involvement in the BRI outside of the EU. Liberalism expects the EU to be 

concerned about the possible threat to internal cohesiveness that the BRI poses, although individual 

member states are interested in the investment accompanying the BRI. Constructivism expects the EU 

to seek opportunities for norm diffusion through the BRI platform, especially promoting democracy 

and rule of law. 

 The EU’s statements on the BRI in the Council Conclusions are limited to ensuring economic 

concerns about fairness and transparency are met. Furthermore, the EU’s wants absolute gains for all 

parties involved (Council of the European Union, 2016a). Unlike constructivism expects, the EU does 

not offer expertise or best practices regarding the rule of law in international development projects. 

Nor does the EU stress democratic practices in the countries along the Silk Road economic belt. Instead, 

emphasising economic practices conforming to market rules and absolute gains for all parties involved 

corresponds with liberalism. Additionally, individual member states reactions to, and involvement in 

the BRI is important for both realism and liberalism. 

 Germany sees business opportunities in the Belt and Road Initiative. For example, Hamburg 

and Duisburg ports have shown interest in becoming BRI hubs as part of the maritime Silk Road. Before 

2016, five BRI projects involving the connection of railroads between China and Germany have taken 

place, although some were initiated pre-BRI and simply rebranded as a BRI project in 2013 (Gaspers, 

2016). Although these projects have boosted the demand for cargo transport between these two 

countries, public opinion about the BRI is negative, rather than positive. China’s image accompanying 

this project is one of a geopolitical actor becoming increasingly aggressive in foreign policy. 

Furthermore, worries about undermining the EU, and surpassing investment regulations persist. The 

German government seeks to coordinate Europe’s response to the BRI through the EU, particularly 

through the EU-China Connectivity Platform (Gaspers, 2016). However, as mentioned, the Council 

Conclusions constitutes no pan-European response to the BRI, it only urges China to adhere to the 

rules. 

The UK was the first to join Chinese-led initiatives, when it joined the Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank (AIIB), a China-led investment bank designed as a response to the World Bank. Other 

EU member states followed quickly after the UK; France, Germany and Italy were among the states to 
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join (Anderlini, 2015). On the BRI, which is in part funded by the AIIB, Britain was slower to act. In 2015, 

UK Prime Minister David Cameron states in a joint press conference with Chinese President Xi Jinping 

that the UK and China will seek to cooperate on infrastructure projects, through the UK-China 

Infrastructure Alliance. BRI projects could be among the joint infrastructure projects (Government of 

the United Kingdom, 2015c). Leading up to the publication of the EU’s strategy in 2016, no such project 

had been finished. In 2017, the freight rail service that departs from the Chinese city of Yiwu was 

extended to London (BBC News, 2017).  

 France’s response to the BRI was even more reluctant than that of the UK. Leading up to 2016, 

the only connection between France and the BRI was France’s membership to the AIIB (Chin and He, 

2016). In 2019, the port of Marseille became a hub for BRI links between China, Europe and Africa, a 

maritime Silk Road project that was accompanied with Chinese investments into the wider Marseille 

province (Yuan, 2019). Again, these developments took place after the 2016 strategy for China was 

published. On the national level, France has pushed back against China on the BRI, stating that the BRI 

must work in both directions: Chinese investments into Europe must be partnered with improved 

access to Chinese markets (Pennetier and Irish, 2019). The latter statements were made by French 

President Emmanuel Macron in 2019. It can be reasonably assumed that the French preferences 

regarding the BRI remained stable between 2016 and 2019. Leading up to the adoption of the EU’s 

strategy for China in 2016, France was either indifferent on the BRI, or reluctant to get involved due to 

the reciprocity concerns stated above. 

 To conclude, the Council Conclusions aim to cooperate with China on a myriad of issues. To 

analyse cooperation deeper, the Belt and Road Initiative is used as a contentious issue in EU-China 

cooperation, which allows the theories’ expectations to become more explicit. The EU’s engagement 

with the BRI in the strategy is scarce, addressing solely on economic concerns. The engagement of 

member states with the BRI is reluctant as well; none of the Big Three has officially joined the BRI, and 

especially France is critical of the one-sidedness of the project. Realism expects the powerful EU 

member states to be wary about the BRI for security reasons. However, the statements made by the 

French government allude to economic considerations rather than security concerns. So, both realism 

and liberalism provide explanation for this phenomenon. 

 

5.2.2 Solving Challenges 

Where the EU’s strategy does not seek cooperation between the EU and China, it addresses challenges 

that obstruct EU-China relations. Seven of the twenty-three conclusions by the Council are dedicated 

to addressing a particular challenge. In order, they deal with reciprocity, human rights violations in 

China, the One China policy, concerns about industrial overcapacity, rebalancing the EU-Asia 

relationship, global governance and EU internal cohesiveness. Whereas reciprocity and rebalancing 
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the EU-Asia relationship matches realism, concerns about industrial overcapacity and internal 

cohesiveness point towards liberalism. Global governance, on the other hand, corroborates the 

constructivist proposition. The next section explores each theory further. 

 Realism expects that concerns about the distribution of gains imposes a constraint on 

cooperation with China. The EU’s strategy emphasises reciprocity throughout the strategy, which 

implies that China is gaining more from cooperation than the EU. For example, cooperation on research 

and innovation is welcomed by the EU in the Council Conclusions. However, in the same conclusion, 

the EU stresses the reciprocal access to research programmes and financial resources is a prerequisite, 

as is appropriate measures to counter cyber-theft of trade secrets and intellectual property. 

Furthermore, realism expects that member states may seek to solve their concerns about relative gains 

through the EU. As a more powerful collective of countries, the EU can get a better bargain from China 

than individual countries (Mosher, 2003). The EU’s strategy for China sets the negotiation and 

conclusion of the CAI as a priority. The negotiations for the investment agreement are led by the 

Directorate-General for Trade of the European Commission (European Commission, 2020). The EU’s 

main leverage in negotiations is market access. However, compared to China, as well as alternatives 

for the EU such as the US and Canada, the EU market is significantly more open. Furthermore, China 

can always exit negotiations with the EU and choose for a bilateral approach with member states, or 

the 16+1 forum. The EU does not have such an exit option (Godement and Stanzel, 2015). In short, the 

competition between member states undercuts the EU’s leverage, unlike realism expects. The problem 

of internal cohesiveness is better explained by the liberalist proposition. 

 Liberalism expects that the ability to speak with one voice on international matters is a 

problem for the EU, and an opportunity that China may seek to take advantage of. The strategy 

emphasises the importance of speaking with a unified voice, which is not an unexpected priority of the 

EU. The previous section established that competition between member states for investment from 

China diminishes the EU’s leverage in CAI negotiations. Another instance is the 16+1 framework of 

cooperation between China and the CEEC. The 16+1 framework is a platform for dialogue and 

cooperation between China and 16 CEEC, of which 11 are EU member states. The cooperation and 

dialogue is paired with BRI infrastructure projects and broader investments from China into the CEE 

region. China asserts that China-CEEC cooperation is a part of, and deepening, China-EU cooperation 

(Zheng, 2015). The EU, on the other hand, perceives 16+1 cooperation as circumventing the EU and 

attempts to ‘divide and rule’ Europe. The instance of Hungary and Greece’s opposition to a common 

European statement urging China to accept the PCA’s ruling in favour of the Philippines is an example 

of member states being unwilling to criticise China (Stanzel, 2016). Whilst this evidence is only 

anecdotal, it does not take away from the fact that the EU perceives 16+1 cooperation as a threat to 

EU-China relations. In response to China seeking direct cooperation with the EU’s member states, the 
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EU indeed aims to strengthen its internal cohesiveness as an external actor (Council of the European 

Union, 2016a). To improve the EU’s internal cohesiveness is a liberalist response to the problem of 

China seeking direct cooperation with member states. Realists would not give up sovereignty to 

improve the common position of the EU. Before concluding, the following section looks at the 

constructivist proposition.  

Constructivism expects that the different normative paradigms of the EU and China will 

obstruct EU-China relations from moving past shallow dialogue and cooperation. Getting China to 

become more involved in international institutions can altercast the values of these institutions to 

China. In the strategy, the EU calls on China to implement G20 growth strategies and be a more 

engaged and active member of the WTO (Council of the European Union, 2016a). In less explicit terms, 

the EU calls on China to become a responsible member of the rules-based international order 

throughout the strategy. However, the EU does not go beyond calling on China to become a more 

responsible stakeholder in global governance. The strategy also focuses on the economic rules and 

regulations aspect of global governance, with the goal of fairer competition between the EU and China, 

rather than the altercasting of norms being the goal itself. 

In short, the Council Conclusions address economic concerns, China’s illiberal market practices 

and worries about undermining the single market. Reciprocity and diluting the EU’s internal 

cohesiveness, the central element of the liberalist proposition, are the most prominent criticisms in 

the strategy. 

 

5.2.3 Content Conclusions 

This section about the content of the strategy focused on a close-reading analysis of the Council 

Conclusions. Trade and investment and reciprocity from China is central to the EU’s strategy document, 

accompanied by criticism of Chinese market practices and lack of openness to European investment. 

Liberalism is the theory that is best equipped to explain the content of the strategy based on the 

domestic interests of actors within the member states. Using Moravcsik (1993), this thesis examined 

patterns of domestic interests in Germany, the UK and France. In the Council Conclusions, each 

domestic issue is represented; commercial issues such as investment, environmental policy, and 

political issues like human rights. The positive relationship between the empirical observations of 

domestic preferences, the member state preferences and the Council Conclusions contribute to the 

explanatory leverage of liberalism to this case study. The mini-case study on the BRI shows overlap 

between realism and liberalism. The aloofness of the member states to the BRI in Europe can be 

explained by security concerns, as well as economic considerations. In the discussion, the application 

of the theories and overlapping explanations, are discussed.  
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6. Discussion of Findings 
 

The empirical analysis in the previous chapter tested theoretical propositions in the empirical world. 

Table 2 below shows that the liberalist propositions and the empirical observations made in the 

empirical analysis form the strongest matches. For constructivism goes the opposite; the propositions 

of this theory were the least confirmed by the empirical observations. Interestingly, realism shows 

relevance in both the preference formation and the strategy content, but falls short compared to 

liberalism. In this discussion, I review these results and return to the core assumptions of the theories. 

 The empirical analysis exposes some points were both realism and liberalism can explain an 

empirical phenomenon in the congruence approach. Because the congruence analysis relies on the 

interpretation of empirical observations from the perspective of multiple theories, these points are 

theoretically significant. Such points can expose a limitation in a theory, or show a theory’s 

complementarity to another theory. 

 

Table 2 Congruence analysis results 

 
Empirical observations 

Theory Preferences Strategy content 

Realism Proposition: member states preserve 
sovereignty over foreign policy. 
Observation: partly confirmed, 
Germany is an exception. 
Somewhat match* 

Proposition: content only covers 
non-security, non-economic issues. 
Observation: partly confirmed, 
content covers important trade 
issues that affect relative gains 
between the EU and China. 
Somewhat match 

Liberalism Proposition: domestic preferences 
influence member state preferences. 
Observation: confirms a link 
between business interests and 
member state preferences.  
Match 

Proposition: content aimed at 
exchanging policy concessions, and 
focuses on internal cohesiveness. 
Observation: confirms policy 
concessions on trade and 
investment, and concern over 
internal cohesiveness. 
Match 

Constructivism Proposition: EU’s preferences are to 
replicate core norms; human rights 
protection and rule of law 
improvement 
Observation: normative policy is only 
surface-level EU-policy. 
No match  

Proposition: content seeks 
cooperation on convergent issues, 
human rights, and focuses on 
international institutional norms. 
Observation: attention to human 
rights and institutional norms is 
surface-level, economic motives 
undercut the final strategy. 
No match 

*’match’ refers to the congruence between the theory’s proposition and the empirical observations 
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Two occasions of overlap between realism and liberalism occur in the empirical analysis. First, 

in the configuration of member state preferences. Whereas realism expects EU member states to want 

survival, liberalism expects that state preferences rise bottom-up from their domestic societies. 

According to realism, states increase their chances of survival by maximising their power and security, 

through military and economic build-up. One way realism expects member states to maintain their 

security is by keeping their foreign policy instruments at the national level, as opposed to giving up 

sovereignty to the Commission or the HRVP. Foreign policy organised at the EU level, is mainly 

intergovernmental. Especially large member states such as the UK and France opposed a larger role 

for the Commission and the HRVP in foreign policymaking. However, Germany is an exception. 

Compared to the UK and France, Germany is more in favour of EU-level foreign and security policy. 

Second, in the levels of engagement of the EU and member states in the BRI. Realism expects 

that member states are wary of Chinese investments into their territory, especially when part of a 

larger geopolitical strategy. Again, Germany is an exception. Compared to the UK and France, Germany 

is more involved, and more supportive of the BRI. Each time, liberalist explanations have more 

explanatory leverage. For example, liberalism can explain both why member states are reluctant to 

defer foreign policy to the EU, and why state preferences are mainly geared towards trade and 

investment; the configuration of domestic preferences informs such behaviour by states. In short, 

realism has explanatory potential, but loses to liberalism in this case. The next section explores why. 

 In applications to the EU, realism has some limitations. Great-power politics, balancing and 

offensive military capacity is generally absent in modern EU politics. This means that liberalism is at an 

advantage in this research. The core elements of liberalism align more naturally with the characteristics 

of the EU than realism does. Realism must look more at the implicit actions of the EU rather than the 

explicit. Yet, it is not impossible to apply realism to the EU. Peter Seeberg, mentioned before in the 

theoretical framework of this thesis, applies realism to explain why the EU’s engagement with Lebanon 

is based on a defensive strategy, rather than the promotion of democracy (Seeberg, 2009). He argues 

that the EU’s agenda in Lebanon is implicitly realist, in that democracy promotion at the surface level, 

through ambiguous and non-binding passages, hides a defensive plan underneath (Seeberg, 2009). 

Besides the implicitness of realism in the EU, realism is more applicable to the EU’s interactions with 

weaker actors, rather than stronger actors such as China. These limitations of the theory may have 

obstructed its explanatory leverage in EU-China relations. 

Constructivism failed to deliver throughout the empirical analysis, despite the EU’s image of a 

normative power. The limitation of constructivism in the empirical analysis is the lack of depth of its 

expectations. Although norms always play a role in EU-China interactions, they tend to be at the 

surface level of cooperation or policy. Alternatively, the EU begins with normative policy, but changes 

to different approaches when normative policy fails to deliver. This is the case in the South China Sea 
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dispute. EU-China relations in the 2000s was based on a ‘myth of convergence’, argue Godement and 

Vasselier, the idea that China’s engagement with the EU would automatically democratise and 

liberalise the country. In 2016, the EU was already firmly aware that this approach failed, whilst the 

imbalance between the EU and China only grew (Godement and Vasselier, 2017). Despite not being 

the best framework to explain this case, constructivism provides interesting perspectives. Most 

notably, constructivism predicts the inherent contradiction in EU-China relations. On the one hand, 

the EU seeks out cooperation on issues where linkages are easily made. On the other hand, the EU 

must seek out contentious issues despite Chinese resistance, to perform its identity of a normative 

power. 

 Liberalism comes out as the best framework to explain the development of the EU’s strategy 

for China. The liberalist propositions are not only confirmed by empirical observations, but liberalism 

can also explain empirical phenomena that realism and constructivism could not account for. The 

theory is not without its limitations. For example, Moravcsik argues that national preferences inform 

state preferences. Depending on the issue, national preference formation occurs according to different 

patterns. Political issues, argues Moravcsik, do not attract commercial interests at the domestic level 

(Moravcsik, 1993, pg. 494). However, in EU-China relations, I argue that commercial interests tend to 

oppose addressing political issues with China because of China’s particular sensitivity to criticism of its 

human rights track record. Taunting China may result in missing out on business deals or investment 

which directly harms commercial interests. Other than this limitation, liberalism’s focus on the 

formation of preferences at the member state level is confirmed by the empirical analysis. So is the 

inherent problem of undermining intergovernmentalism through direct cooperation with China. 

 In short, this discussion reviewed the empirical results of the congruence analysis, linking them 

back to the core assumptions of the three theories. The realist and constructivist propositions are less 

confirmed in the empirical analysis due to their limitations. Liberalism, on the other hand, proved to 

be a better framework for explaining the development of the EU’s strategy for China.  
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7. Conclusions 
 

This thesis sought to answer the research question: “Which theory provides a better framework for 

explaining the development of the European Union’s China strategy, realism, liberalism or 

constructivism?” The three theories formulated propositions based on their expectations for the 

preference formation of actors for, and the final product of the EU’s strategy for China. The empirical 

analysis, which tested these propositions in the empirical world, confirms liberalism as the framework 

that can explain the development of this strategy the best. Firstly, the liberalist propositions are 

confirmed by the empirical observations. Liberalism can link domestic preferences to state preferences 

to the issues that are included in the Council Conclusions. Secondly, liberalism can explain empirical 

phenomena that realism and constructivism could not account for, for example why European leaders 

choose to visit the Dalai Lama, and the EU’s worries about the BRI and 16+1 cooperation. 

 Some limitations of the research design, the data collection and the empirical analysis must be 

acknowledged. First, the congruence analysis relies on the interpretation of empirical information. To 

avoid theoretical relativism, I have based my judgement of congruence or non-congruence on 

comparisons between theories, as well as comparisons between expectation and empirical 

observation. Yet, theoretical relativism cannot be fully overcome which means that observations can 

be made to ‘fit’ an expectation by the researcher. Second, the data collection method employed in this 

thesis relies fully on documentation. With feasibility and the societal context in which this thesis was 

written in mind, I have not included other sources of data, such as interviews. Finally, the structure of 

the empirical analysis is limited by its rigidity. I have chosen to write about the preference formation 

before writing about the content of the strategy; a chronological approach. However, this obstructed 

me from laying down more links between interests, and issues in the strategy. I sought to balance 

clarity and readability with quality in the analysis. 

 Further research can be pursued in both EU-China relations research, and the application of 

realism, liberalism and constructivism to EU external action. The results of this thesis can inform 

further work on the EU’s strategy for China, for example regarding the actual implementation of the 

strategy. EU-China relations can be researched from the Chinese perspective. Finally, knowing that 

domestic interests play a large role in the EU’s strategy-making process, what is the impact of the 

increasingly negative public opinion of China in European countries on China policy? The theories 

employed in the congruence analysis may also invite further research. As mentioned in the discussion, 

applying realism to the EU can be challenging. This combination could be developed further, for 

example by comparing EU interactions with relatively weaker, and relatively stronger countries. 

Constructivism, in this thesis, focused on the mechanism of altercasting and normative policy. However, 
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constructivism has more to offer as a theory applied to the EU. Constructivism may work better in 

smaller cases, such as sectoral dialogues between the EU and China. 

 Finally, this thesis closes off with some recommendations, relating to the EU’s policy for China. 

This thesis exposed some problems and contradictions in EU-China relations that obstruct fruitful 

cooperation, and undermine the EU’s power compared to China. The strategy reflects these problems. 

In short, the strategy is critical, but unambitious. Critical of the human rights situation in China and 

especially illiberal trade practices such as dumping. Unambitious in the sense that the strategy 

addresses these problems through dialogue, building mutual understanding and simply urging China 

to do X or Y. Instead, the EU should focus on rebalancing the relationship. Complementary to its 

demands for reciprocity, something China is yet unwilling to give, the EU should strengthen anti-

dumping and investment screening regulations and enforcement. Furthermore, the EU must work on 

its exit options, for example by strengthening its relations with other Asian partners. As Godement and 

Vasselier (2017) rightfully state, an attitude shift is needed from China. But only a unified Europe, with 

stronger leverage, can counter the dragon.  
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